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Council Takes City Out Of 15th St. Battle
11111111111
FIFTEENTH STREET CUT—Construction work on a pedestrian overpass at
the intersection of 15th and Chestnut and the rerouting of Chestnut Street
under the overpass took a more visible turn yesterday when workers used
bulldozers to cut through the pavement on lith Street The Murray Citv
Council last night took action that prohibits the city from entering into
legal action over the closing of 15th Streel without council approval.
Staff Photo bs, Frank Gonzales
City Attorney Told
Not To Answer Suit
Action that will prohibit Murray
Mayor John E. Scott from attempting
to block the closing of 15th Street
through the Murray State University
campus was approved by the Murray
Common Council meeting in regular
session Thursday.
That action, in the form of a
resolution introduced by council
member Buel Stalls, Jr., was passed on
a 8-3 vote of the council, with one
member abstaining.
In addition, following a lengthy
discussion, the council voted 9-3 on a
motion that the city attorney not
answer the suit filed by the Department
of Transportation which resulted in a
restraining order being issued allowing
15th Street to be blockaded.
The barricades had been erected
August 26 to allow Harper and
Arterburn,Inc., contractors, to proceed
with construction of a pedestrian
overpass over Chestnut Street and the
rerouting of Chestnut Street under the
overpass. But Mayor Scott had ordered
the barricades removed saying that he
feels that "adequate notice or study has
not been given to the barricading of 15th
Street."
City SchoolGlendale goad Decision Delayed Board Meets
A decision on whether or not the city
will accept a proposal from the
Kentucky Department of
Transportation to construct an
interconnector route between U. S. 641
S. and Ky. 121 S. along Glendale Road
was delayed for at least two weeks by
the Murray Common Council last night.
The action came following a public
hearing on the controversial issue
during which several residents of the
area requested additional time to see if
DOT could be convinced to change its
Union Accepts
Contract Change
The membership of United Auto
Workers Local 1068 voted 271 to 206
yesterday in favor of accepting changes
in their contract with the Tappan
Company here according to union and
company officials.
Tom Rice, general manager of the
plant, and Franklin Rushing, president
of the union, Said in separate
statements that the agreement has
been signed by officials of both the
union and the company and that it
resolves the previously approved strike
issue.
The contract changes were
negotiated by company officials and the
local union bargaining committee.
proposal from a four-lane road to a two-
lane road at the site.
James Cleavinger .of the district
highway office in Reidland had told the
council and other interested citizens at r
an earlier meeting that DOT was
committed to building a 48-foot road at
the Glendale site. The state will not
participate in anything less than a 48-
foot road, Cleavinger said.
Cleavinger explained at the earlier
meeting that the 48-foot road could be
marked for only two lanes of traffic
until such time as traffic warranted
converting it to four lanes of traffic.
That statement was baked up last night
by Bryan Stewart, planning engineer in
the Reidland highway office.
Johnny Rickman, a property owner
on Glendale, told the council that the
property owners on Glendale Road had
met and formed a committee on the
issue.
We would like to ask the council if
they could see fit to give us two more
weeks to get an appointment in
Frankfort to see if we could get them to
offer us anything except a 48-foot
street," Rickman said.
We feel like with two more weeks
that we could get there and find out if
there is anything available on Glendale
Road except a 48-foot street," Rickman
said. "If there is," he added, "we'd
sure like to have it. If there's not then I
MURRAY BAND OFFICERS—Serving as officers of the Murray High
School Band are Dwaine Hampton, president fames Harrison, vice-
president; Michele Kelly, secretary: Tressa Brewer, treasurer Shawn Baker,
senior representative; Kevin Allbritten, junior representative; Dean Hain-
sworth, sophomore representative; Claudia Billington, freshman represen-
tative. Joe Sills, band director, said much of the success of the band is due
to the excellent student leadership of officers and'section leaders. He said
theale students are dedicated to helping their charges develop themselves
into better players and marchers. It takes an efficient staff of student
leaders to conduct productive rehearsals as well as moving a band as large
as the MHS Band from place to place," Sills added. Students also serve as
bus captains, uniform and equipment managers, librarians, ro4m captains,
communication teams, loading crews, and fund raising teams. said Sills.
guess we'll have to go along with
them."
Rickman's feelings on the road were
echoed by M. C. Garrott and other
residents of the area who spoke at the
public hearing.
A resident of Bagwell, Audra Moody,
told the council that she favored the
construction of the road.
"We are tired of mud and dirt," she
said. "If it has to be four lanes we would
rather have that than what we have,"
she added.
John Neubauer, a local Realtor,
presented the council with a resolution
3:tooted by the Murray-Calloway
See GLENDALE
Page 12, Column 1
Attendance Policy
Adopted By Board
The Calloway County Board of
Education met Thursday evening at the
board office and adopted an absentee
policy for Calloway County High
School.
The following reasons will be
accepted as excused absences under
the board policy: death within a family.
student illness, studehr work,
attendance at funerals, appointrOnt_
with physicians and driver license
examinations.
After returning to school following an
absence, students must turn into the
principal's office a written note signed
by parent or guardian stating the exact
days or time absent and the exact cause
or reasons for the absence.
Students without notes will be given
an unexcused absence for the time
missed, under the policy. In addition.
any student who is caught forging a
note will be subject to suspension from
school plus unexcused absence for time
inside today.
One Section — 16 Pages
The Calloway County freshman
football team brought CCHS
first win ever as they took an 8-6
overtime win over Heath
Thursday. Sports editor Mike
Brandon has the story and the








Deaths & Funerals  16
Horoscope 2
Let's Stay Well  ,. 16
Local Scene ....... . 2,3
Opinion Page 4
Sports 6, 7, 8
TV Page 10
partly cloudy
Partly cloudy with chance of
thunderstorms tonight.
thunderstorms may be locaWy
heavy this evening. Cooler
tonight, low in the mid to upper
50s. Sunny and cool Saturday.
high in the upper 70s.
missed, the policy states.
Any other reasons for absence will be
determined either as excused or
unexcused by the principal or the
assistant principal, the board said.
The board set its definition for
excused absences as follows: "School
approves the cause or reason for the
absence. The student is given the
opportunity to make up work missed
while absent. All work must be made up
and it is the student's responsibility to
See CCHS POLICY
Page 12, Column 5
The Murray Independent School
Board approved a "close estimate
budget" of $2,264,797.30 at its regular
meeting here last night.
The board also approved the election
of Thomas Rushing to fill the unexpired
term of Kenneth Humphreys on the
board. The term expires at the end of
this year and Rushing has indicated
that he plans to file for election to the
post on the November general election
ballot.
In other action, the school board:
— heard reports from Roy Weatherly
and John Hina on the release program
and attendance at Murray High;
— approved an increase in travel
reimbursement from 10 cents per mile
to 14 cents per mile;
— heard a report from Willi(
Jackson on pupil transportation and;
— heard a report from Supt. Robert
Glin Jeffrey on the renovation and
summer work program.
The board also approved personnel
recommendations naming Sonia
Houston as an aide for the Robertson
School kindergarten, Norma Dunn and
Judy Norman as substitute teachers,
Yvonne Catlett as Head Start bus
driver, and Eli Alexander as treasurer
for the activities account in the absence
of Shiela Shaw.
Earlier in last night's meeting,
Mayor Scott had ruled "out of order" a
motion by Dr. C. C. Lowry that the
council adopt an agreement submitted
by Murray State University board of
regents chairman Dr. Charles Howard.
The agreement was submitted in a
letter to the mayor which was delivered
to him by university attorney James
Overbey just prior to the start of last
night's meeting. A copy of the letter had
earlier been delivered to Dr. Lowry.
Dr. Lowry said that the proposed
agreement contained in the letter is
substantially the same agreement that
the council adopted during a special
meeting on June 27. The agreement,
signed by Dr. Howard and INSU
president Constantine Curris,
stipulates the following points:
"Murray State University agrees to
delete permanently from its campus
'Master Plan' any reference which
might be contained therein of the
following:
"1. The closing of 15th Street from
Olive Boulevard to Main Street;
"2. The elimination of the median on
any part of Olive Boulevard; and
"3. The designation and-or design of
the intersection of Olive.Boulevard and
15th Street as a "main entrance" to the
Murray State University campus.
"The City of Murray agrees to the
following:
"1. Not to seek court redress and-or
an injunction to prevent the closing of
15th Street from Olive Boulevard to
Chestnut Street;
"2. The enactment of an ordinance
prohibiting on-street parking on 13th
and 14th Streets from Olive Boulevard
"3. The enactment of an ordinance
eliminating all parking on Olive
i. Boulevard from 13th Street to 14th
Street; and
"4. The elimination of any plans or
See COUNCIL
Page 12, Column 1
Masonic Lodge
Dedication Set
A tormal dedication ceremony for the
new lodge hall of Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted Masons will be held
Sunday, September 11, at 2:00 p. m. The
general public is cordially invited to
attend, a lodge spokesman said.
Included in the festivities will be the
dedication, cornerstone laying, open
house, and refreshments at the lodge
hall located three miles northwest of
Murray at the intersection of Highway
121 ( Coldwater Road) and the Johnny
Robertson Road, Highway 1660.
Masonic officers from the Grand
Lodge of the state of Kentucky will
officiate.
hestnut To Be Closed Monday
James Cain, resident engineer with
the Kentucky Department of Highways,
announced today that Chestnut Street
would be temporarily closed to traffic
through the Murray State Universtiy
campus beginning Monday, Sept. 12.
Cain said that barricades would be
erected just west of Gilbeit Graves
Drive and just east of Waldrop Drive to
allow Harper and Arterburn
Construction Co. to proceed with
construction of a pedestrian overpass
over Chestnut and the rerouting of
Chestnut under the overpass.
Cain said he could not predict the
length of time that Chestnut would be
closed to through traffic but pointed out
that the contractor is allowed 70
working days to complete the project.
The highway engineer said that
normally a month will yield about 15
working days and estimated that the
project would not be completed until
well after the first of the year.
1.A pedestrian crosswalk has been
designated to-allow students living in
the housing complex north of Chestnut
Street access to the academic campus.
Cain alsb pointed out that detour
signs would be erected at the
intersection of Chestnut St. and N. 12th
St. and at the intersection of Coldwater
Road and the 121 bypass. The signs
would advise motorists to use the
bypass and 12th Street rather than
going to Chestnut Street where they
would be blocked.
DETOUR TO BE IMPIEMENTED—This map, supplied by resident highway engineer lames Cain shows the spoti.
(curved arrows) where Chestnut Street will be temporarily closed during construction of a pedestrian overpass.Traffic will be detoured at Waldrop Drive and at Gilbert Graves 'Drive, on either side of the construction site.-Pedestrian traffk through the site is designated on the chart by the smaller "open" arrows
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Baby Girl Owen (mother
Brenda), Rt. 2, Hazel, Baby
Girl Smith (mother Vickie),
Rt. 1, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Marilyn S. Martin, Rt.
7, Murray, Mrs. Nancy L.
Harrell and Baby Girl, 1412
Stadium View Dr., Murray,
Mrs. Donna J. Gibson, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Maureen E.
McKinney, 1003 Coldwater
Rd., Murray, Z. C. Enlx, Rt. 7,
Murray, Gary D. Burkeen, Rt.
1, Box 209, Dexter, Mrs. Marie
C. Crisp, 1901 Fairlane,
Murray, Mrs. Mary Herring,
2543 Mars Hill Cr. Rd., Ac-
worth, Ga., Mrs. Trudy M.
. Hargis, 711 Riley Ct., Murray,
Mrs. Lorena Parks, Rt. 1,
.Murray, Miss Elizabeth Conn,






!mother Delene I, 1416 Porter




Mrs. Grace M. Workman,
Rt. 3, Box 1005, Murray,
Charles Rayburn, B-15 Fox
Meadows, Murray, Mrs. Ruby
N. Elkins, 1001 Glendale,
Murray, William M. Hobbs,
Rt. 6, Box 275-H, Murray, Mrs.
Deborah L. Hudgins, Rt. 6,
Box 56C, Murray, Miss Vicki
L. Davis, P.O. Box 8161 Woods
Hall, Murray, Joseph
Hessami, Rt. 3, Box 99N-2,
Murray, Ben K. Haley, Rt. 1,
Harctin, Mrs. Liasa 1.
Beecham, Rt. 6, Paris, In.,
Mrs. Twyla D. Hopkins, Box
65. Hardin, Mrs. Pauline
Knott, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Marilyn S. Weatherford, 304
Woodlawn, Murray, Mrs.
Shirley M. Tharpe, 310 Porter,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Carla Bruce,
332 W. Hale, Mayfield, Mrs.
Betty J. Cooley, Rt. 1, Hollow
Rock, Tn., Miss Louisa
Hornbuckle, 215 N. 2nd,
Murray, Miss Gladys Brown,
405 S. 2nd, Murray, Truman D.
Bean, Rt. 5, Box 395, Murray,
Mrs. Birdie Ross, Rt. 1,
Kirksey,-,Ovis S. Davis, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, Mrs. Mae McClure,
300 Woodlawn, Murray, Mrs.
Joye N. Rowland, 110 S. 12th,
Murray, Mrs. Henry A.
Farris, Westvievi Nursing
Home, Murray, Mrs. Zilma B.
Oaks, 4314 Bishop Lane,
Louisville, Mrs. Eathel
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Free Parting In leer
Miss Rita Crittendon Is
Married To Mr. McCuiston
MISS ttita Crittendon and
Phil McCuiston were united in
marriage in a candlelight
ceremony performed at the
Bell City Baptist Church on
August sixth.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Murel Crit-
tendon, of Farmington, Route
One, and the groom's parents
are Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mc-
Cuiston, of Murray Route
Three.
The Rev. Eddie Johnson, of
Rockwood, Michigan, per-
formed the double-ring
ceremony before the altar
which was centered with a
gold arch entwined with
magnolia foliage and yellow
and orange carnations.
Twin arrangements of
flowers similar to those in the
bridal bouquet were on each
side, accented by fifteen-
branch spiral candelabra
entwined with magnolia
foliage and banked with fern.
The windows were lighted by
white tapers set amid
magnolia foliage, and the
family pews were marked by
nosegays, and hurricane
lamps decorated with yellow
satin ribbon and white tapers.
Nuptial music was
presented by Eddie Johnson,
Mrs. Billy Crittendon, and Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. Warren. Mr.
Johnson sang "Annie's Song,"
and "If," accompanied by
Mrs. Crittendon at the organ.
Mrs. Warren played "Color
My World," and Mr. and Mrs.
Warren .sang "-The Wedding
Song." Mrs. Warren sang "We
Have Only Just Begun as the
couple lighted the unity
candle.
Candles were lit by Thomas
Murdock and Randy Windsor,
ushers.
The guest register was Kept
by Miss Desa Towery, cousin
of the bride, who was
presented a silk rosebud
corsage, with matching rib-
bons. The register table held a
crystal bud vase in which
were three long-stemmed
roses of coral and yellow, with
matching satin streamers.
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted to
the altar by her father, and
given in marriage by her
parents. She presented a
yellow silk rose to her mother
and one to the groom's
mother.
The gown chosen by the
bride was of magnolia white
Chantilly lace combined with
bridal silk taffeta. A Victorian
neckline was accented with a
pleated organza ruffle and the
bishop sleeves were of lace,
caught at the wrists to a
pleated flounce. The waistline
was defined with a. crushed
cummerbund-effect in satin.
and redingote design was
suggested by a pleated
organza ruffle. The bouffant
skirt of lace and bridal silk
was also accented with ruffle
trim, and flowed into a chapel-
length train.
Her headdress was a Juliet
crown of matching Chantilly
lace, to which was attached an
elbow-length veil of tiered silk
illusion.
The bride carried a silk
flower cascade of soft fall
rkinbow colors, containing
yellow and coral full-bloom
roses and buds, field daisies of
sunset yellow and white,
dogwood blossoms or coral,
golden beige poppies, salmon-
colored blossoms, accented
Mr. and Mrs. Ph
with forrest green silk rose
leaves. The bouquet was
enhanced with lilies of the
valley sprinkled with pearl
white flocked baby's breath
and adorned with streamers of
white Chantilly lace and satin
ribbons of coral and yellow
tied in lovers knots.'
Mrs. Eddie Johnson, of
Rockwood, Michigan, was
matron of honor. Bridesmaids
were Miss Karen McCuiston,
and Miss Diane McCuiston,
sisters of the groom. They
wore matching gowns of
yellow organza with pinafore
bodices trimmed in white
Chantilace. The long, flounced
skirts were highlighted by
ruffles of Matching lace, and
long, full sleeves were cuffed
in lace. Their headdresses
were of yellow taffeta with
Chantilly lace trim.
They carried bouquets of
silk flower nosegays, similar
to that of the bride's, and tied
with stain ribbons of coral and
yellow.
The flower girl, Missy
Lyons, niece of the bride, wore
a long yellow satin gown with
white lace and yellow ribbon
trim, desIgned with baby doll
puffed sleeves. She carried a
silk basket of white and
orange petals, and in her hair
was a golden filagree comb
with silk field daisies of
yellow.
Ricky Williams, cousin of
the groom, served as best
man. Groomsmen were
Wayne Henry, cousin of the
groom, and Jim Windum.
The ringbearer was Joe
Moseley, nephew of the bride.
who carried the rings on a
pillow of lace and satin.
The bride's mother wore a
long apricot gown, with knit
lace bodice. Her accessories
were black. The bridegroom's
mother selected a light apricot
floor-length gown, with tucked
detailing on the frgpt. Her
accessories were of beige.
Each wore a corsage of yellow •
orchids accented with coral
ribbons.
The grandmother of the
bride was presented a corsage
of white carnations tied with
blue ribbons.
Mrs. Charles Henry, of
Murray Route Three directed
the wedding.




are moving to a new location
305 South 8th St, ,







A reception was held in the
felloiship hall of the church
following the ceremony.
The table was covered with
yellow overlaid with lace, and
held a crystal bowl, and a
three-tiered wedding cake
decorated with orange and
yellow roses, and wedding
bells. The cake also held the
traditional bride and groom.
Centering the table was a
silver candelabra
arrangement of flowers
similar to the bride's bouquet.
Coral and yellow ribbons were
also on the table.
Serving at the reception
were Mrs. Roger Ward, Mrs.
Prentice Lyons, Miss Lisa
Nance, Miss Jana Page and
Mrs. Mike Evans. Rice bags.
of satin roses, were
distributed by Miss Desa
Towery.
After a brief honeymoon.
the couple is residing or
Murray Route Three.
Rehearsal Dinner
On Friday preceding the
wedding, the wedding
rehearsal was followed by a
dinner hosted by Mr. and Mrs.
Joe McCuiston, parents of the
groom, at the Triangle Inn in
Murray.
At this time, the bride and
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FOR SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER M, UM
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Mixed influence*. You may be
faced with some annoyances





( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Dominating influences are
happily on the friendly, social
side, but a serious note here and




( May ?2 to June 21)
Certain details may require
more attention before you can
relax. Handle promptly!
Eliminate nonessentials from
your program and all should go
well.
CANCER
(June n to July 23) 041
You can expect a pleasant
(lay, with associates full of good
will and congeniality. Day
.specially favorable for travel
"Ind meeting people of interest.
LEO
1July 24 to Aug. 23) J2{4a
Mild stellar influences. Day
will be largely what you make
of it. Stress your sense of values
and aim only for the wor-




• Aug. 21 to Sept. 23) WPtii
Consolidate gains made over
the past week. Implement good
ideas and embody them into
next week's schedule.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Ari
If you've been interested in a
new project, but have postponed
taking action on it, NOW is the
time! But be sure you have the
know-how and enough data to go
on.
SCORPIO
• Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rkeV
Do not be upset by criticism.
If constructive, it could actually
show you new ways to capitalize
on your inventiveness and
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You, like Scorpio, can profit
by both opposition and ob-
stacles. Some new ideas could
brighten your day, a new
method perk up tedious but
essential routine.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
A good outlook! Saturn en-
courages your talents,
cleverness at discerning leads
and new methods of value,
smart action generally.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Even if time is short and there
Is much to be accomplished,








efficient planning. a good day
for revitalizing all interests.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC.
Advance a new idea, enlist the
help of others to put it across.
Under prevailing influences,
you should win new benefits,
advance your status.
YOU BORN TODAY are one
of the most talented of all
Virgoans and, properly
educated, of course, have a
wide variety of careers from
which to choose. You woukl
succeed in the theater as actor,
director or producer; in the
Literary world as novelist,
journalist or critic; in the
professions, as scientist,
Usacher or lawyer; in business,
as banker, manufacturer or
promotional expert. You
probably could not make a
livelihood from the arts, but
could attain a certain degree of
excellence in many, and may
take up one or the other as a
hobby. Traits to curb:
moodiness, a tendency to be
overly critical of others. Bir-
thdate of Roger Maria, baseball
star.
You can store sour a-earn
and yogurt in the refrigerator




Every Fri. Evening &
























salad bar, choice of
All The
Catfish You Can Eat $2"





FISH & FRYES. IF THE TASTE
DOESN'T HOOK YOU,
THE PRICE WILL.
It's the fish that made us




We serve three of them with
fryes for just $1.79.
Of course if fish isn't your
kettle of fish. you can have
a heaping helping of clams,
tender oysters, a slew of
shrimp, chicken peg legs or
fish fillet and chicken.
They all come with fryes
and some with slaw, too.
And tvhen you bring
the kids to Long John
Silver's they eat from 891
So next time you get
hungry for lunch or
1r dinner, bring youi whole
crew in to Long John
Silver's and enjoy the
best seafood on
dry land
'Long ''John Silver ®
SEAFOOD SHOPPES





1 United Itaists PI;
ICIAAPIPA II Thru Thur.
Sun. -2:30,7:30
Mon.-Thur. -7:30 Only
Fri. &Sat.-7•20,9:55 Late Show
 Fri. & Sat.
Adult Entertainment























& 2: 30 Sun.
I.
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Bride's Parents Refuse
To Meet With Groom's
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My problem is my son's future in-laws.
He has been going with this girl for four years, they've
been engaged for a year and a half, and all this time, my
husband and I have not met her parents.
We have often asked the girl and my son if we could
meet. her folks, but we never got a straight answer.
Finally, with the wedding coming up in a few months, I
decided to call the girl's parents and invite them over so
that we could get acquainted. The mother said she would
call me back to let me know when they could make it. That
was eight weeks ago. No call yet. I am at a loss as to what
to do.
Everyone will think it's odd if they find out at the
wedding that we have never met the bride's parents. They
live less than a mile from us.
Should I drop the matter? Or should I pursue it?
PUZZLED
DEAR PUZZLED: If you haven't met the girl's parents
by now, collar your son and find out why. Explain to him
that as parents of the groom, you do have a role in the
wedding plans. [The rehearsal dinner.] Don't call the girl's
parents again.
It will be awkward indeed if you don't meet them before
the wedding, but if that's the way they want it, for
whatever reason, so be it.
DEAR ABBY: Am I wrong for refusing to sleep with the
man I love because he wants his dog to sleep on the floor of
our bedroom?
When I walked out, he said the dog always slept on the
floor in the same bedroom with him and his first wife, who
is now deceased.
Abby, I have never had dogs and I am not used to them.
I told him he could put the dog in the other bedroom, but
he said he wouldn't do it—that next to his deceased wife,
the dog came first. So where do I stand?
NO DOG LOVER
DEAR NO: Right behind his dog.
DEAR ABBY: My older sister irritates me no end.
She never takes my word for anything. She always has to
check it out. If I were in the habit of lying, I could
understand it, but I'm not. I always try to stick to the
truth.
Another thing about her that bugs me is that if I happen
to be out. when she phones me, when she finally reaches me
she always asks where I've been. Abby. I just hate having
to account for my whereabouts. She doesn't have to know
every move I make!




DEAR SISTER: Yes, grow up. You're still intimidated
by your older sister. Don't blame her if you lack the
courage to tell her that: (a) you resent her checking out
everything you say because you're generally truthful, and
(b) if you want her to know where you've been, you'll
volunteer the information.
Everyone has a problem. What's yo ? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, ., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
New in your
neighborhood?
And still searching for the grocery store and more
closet space?
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have







Methodist Men will hold its
annual all church family
gathering at 6:30 p.m. at the
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church, Murray,
with Dr. Harry Sparks , as
speaker.
Exhibits of photography by
Ronald Hill, Bardstoivn, and
of three-dimensional design
by James Richard Hubbard,
Puryear, Tn., will be on
display in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Price Doyle Fine
Arts' Center, Murray State
University, through Sep-
tember 21.
Roadside sale will be at
Deward Chapel Church,
Highway 94 East, starting at
eight a. m.
Saturday, September 10
The roadside sale at Deward
Chapel Church, Highway 94
East, will continue starting at
eight a. m.
Saturday, September 10
Four wheel drag racing will
be at the Jaycee Fairgrounds
at seven p.m.
Night Visual, 1'2 hour drive
searching for elusive wildlife,
will start at Center Station,
Land Between the Lakes, at
8:30 p.m.
Band video tape of "KC and
the Sunshine Band" will be
shown from eight a.m. to 4:30
p.m. daily in the lobby of the
Student Center, Murray State
University, through Sep-
tember 19. Admission is free.
Work day will be held by the
North Calloway FTC at the
North School from eight a.m.
to twelve noon.
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the DAR will meet
at the home of Mrs. John J.
Livesay, New Concord, at 1:30
p. m.
Saturday, September 10
Dorothy Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
have a cookout with husbands
or friends as guests at six p.
m. at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Tarry.
Saturday, September 10
Festival '77, annual arts and
crafts exhibit, will be at Paris
Landing State Park from ten
a.m. to five p.m.
Sunday, September 11
Annual arts and crafts
exhibit, Festival '77, will
continue at Paris Landing
State Park with the hours
from ten a.m. to five p.m.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include slide
program and discussion on
birds at 1:30 p.m. at Center
Station; tour of the
Homeplace at entrance road
at 2:30 p.m.; field archery
tournament at range starting
at nine a. m.; horsemanship
demonstration at Empire












BEGINNER NEEDLEPOINT Two-2 hour Sessons '12.50
DAY CLASS NIGHT CLASS
Wednesday Sept. 21 9:30-11:30 Monday Sept. 19 730-9:30
Wednesday Sept. 28 930-11:30 Monday Sept. 26 7-30-9:30
BARGELLO CUSS Three-2 hour sessions 120.00
NIGHT CLASS ( includes 4-way Bargelo)












Four-2 hour sessions '25.00
NIGHT CLASSES
. Tuesday Sept. 20
9-30-11:30 °Putiaday Sept. 27 710-9:30
9:30-11:30 Tuesday Oct. 4 7:30-9:30
930-1.1 : 30 Tuesday Oct. 11 730-9:30
CLASSES LIMITED
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 502-753-8373
Sunday, September 11
Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Hunter will be honored on
their 50th wedding an-
niversary with a reception at
the home of their son, Eugene
Hunter, from two to four p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Stokes
will be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the home of their
son, Will Ed Stokes, Murray
Route Six, Highway 94 East
then on A.B. Lassiter Road,
from two to four p.m. No gifts
please.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Irvin will
be honored on their 50111
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the home of a
daughter, Mrs. Pat
Trevathan, Dodd Road in
Locust Grove community,
from two to five p.m. No gifts
please.
Sunday, September 11
Dedication ceremony of new
lodge hall of Murray Lodge
No. 105 F. & A. M. will be held
at two p. m.
A reception honoring Mr.
and Mrs. J. Oacus Bedwell in
celebratipn of their 40th
wedding anniversary will be
held at the Oak Grove Cum-
berland Presbyterian Church




Women will meet at the home
of Mrs. Roy Graham at seven
p. m. with Mrs. Edd Glover in
charge of the program.
Rangers and Rangerettes of
WOW will have a skating
party at the Lynn Grove rink
at 6:30 p. m.
Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at home of Ginny Crih-
field at one p. m.
Calloway County
Genealogical Society will
meet at the home of Rowena
Stubblefield at 1:30 p. m.
Sigma Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have s
salad dinner at the club house
at 6:30 p. m.
Students and former
students of the Adult Learning
Center at Murray State
University will have its third
annual reunion and potluck
supper at seven p.m. in Room
228 of Roy Stewart Stadium.
Calloway Count!,
Democratic Executive
committee will meet at the
Colonial .House Smorgasbord
at 6:30 p. m. Call Z. C. Enix or
Larue Sledd for information
Cordelia Erwin Circle of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will meet at
seven p. m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p. m. at First
Presbyterian Church, Momr,
and 16th.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle,
First United Methi,,iict
Church, will meet at seven p
m.
Calloway County Band
Boosters are scheduled t,
meet at seven p. m. at th,
high school.
First Baptist Church ‘V',!
Prayer Breakfast will b(
Perkins Pancake House si
9:30 a. m.
Euzelian Class of F•r-t
Baptist Church will meet ,it
twelve noon, and Beth,,r.%
Class of same church %,
meet at six p. m., both
Fellowship Hall. .
First Baptist Church
teens will have a t
acquainted Coke party at tr.,
recreational hall at 7:30 p
Dorothy Group Pion,
Cookout, Tarry Hon?,
A cookout for members
the Dorothy Group of the Fir,1
Baptist Church Women aryl
their husbands or friends s%1l.
be held Saturday, September
10, at six p. m. at the home Of
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Tarry at
Lakeway Shores Subdivisiw,
on Kentucky Lake.
This is an annual event '
the women's. group at th.
church and all members are






Ser, it•e Director for the
Calloway County Schools, has
released the menus for the
seek of September IX to 16 at
the lunchrooms of the county
schools as follows:
CALLOWAY HIGH—





salad, pear half on lettuce
with cheese, bun, rolls,
Pineapple upside down cake,
and chocolate chip cookies.
Tuesday — hot dogs, grilled
cheese sandwich, beef stew,
french fries, cowboy beans,
buttered beets, combination
salad, kraut salad, fruit plate
complete, gelatin salad, bun,
bread, cornbread, iced carrot
cake, iced tea, lemonade, and
fruit cocktail.
Wednesday — hamburger,
tuna casserole, pizza, french
fries, green beans, buttered
corn, combination salad,
peach half on lettuce with
cottage cheese, chef's salad,
bun, angel biscuit, peanut




sandwich, tator tots, creamed
potatoes, green peas, tomato
slice on lettuce with carrot
strip and celery strip and
celery strip, cold slaw, gelatin
square, fruit plate complete,
bun, cornbread, bread, iced
brownie, iced tea, lemonade,
and sliced peaches.
Friday — hamburgers,
meat loaf, chili dogs, french




salad, bun, rolls, banana
pudding, iced tea, lemonade,
and snicker doodle.
- EAST, NORTH, AND
SOUTHWEST Schools—
Monday — peanut butter
and crackers, pizza, tossed
salad, and ice cream:
Tuesday — hamburgers.
french fries, and cookie;
Wednesday — grilled cheese,
carrot-celery slicks, bread,
and banana pudding; Thur!
sday - taco sal2d, tomatoes,
lettuce, and cheese donuts;
Friday - 'lasagna, tossed
salad, orange, and french
bread.
MURRAY
Glinda Jeffre. Food Ser-
vice director for the Murray
City Schools. has released the
menus for the seek of Sep-
tember 12 to 16 at the lun-




chicken sandwich, hot tamale
casserole, hamburger. hot
dog, chef salad. Tuesday —
pizza, roast beef sandwich,
hamburger, hot dog. chef
..salad, and cold plate; Wed-
nesday — chicken fried steak,
macaroni' and cheese, ham-
burger, hot dog, chef salad,
and cold plate; Thursday —
tacos, hoagie, hamburger, hot
dog, chef salad, and cold
plate; Friday — sloppy joe,
turkey ala king, hamburger,
hot dog, chef salad, and cold
plate.
MURRAY MIDDLE—
Monday — corn dogs or
hamburger, fresh fruit or
slaw, and cookie; Tuesday —
pizza or hamburger, gelatin
with fruit or peaches, and
cookie; Wednesday — Chic-ken
chow mein or hamburger,
green beans, pinapple ring or
pears, and brown bread:
Thursday — tacos or ham-
burger, applesauce, or jell°.
Mexican beans, and chocolate
cake; Friday — Mexican
casserole or hot tamales,
hamburger, tossed salad,
fresh fruit or gelatin, and
cookie. Milk, butter, bread,




Monday -- hot dogs, slaw,
-baked beans, and peanut
butter cracker, Tuesday —
lasagne, givin beans, fruit.
and cookie; Wednesday
taco salad, Mexican beans,
aftplesauce, and chocolate
cake; Thursday -- ham-
burger. french fries, fruit
gelatin, and cookie: Friday -
pizza, carrot and celery
sticks, mixed fruit, and
cookie.
PADUCAH PATIENT ir
James Erwin of Murray has
been dismissed from Western
Baptist Hretpital. Paducah!.
St. John Picnic To Be September 17 At School Grounis
Work -is underway on the
1977 St. John Annual Picnic
which will be held Saturday,
September 17, from 1:00 to
10:00 p. m. The fund-raising
project will be on the St. John
School Grounds, five miles'
south of Lone_Oak on U. S. 45.
Dinner will be served from
2:30 to 8:,90 p. m. in the parish
hall. It will consist of barbecue
Skating Party Rill
Be For WOW Groups
The Rangers and
Rangerettes of the Woodmen
of the World will have a
skating party at the Lynn .
Grove Skating Rink 'on
Monday, September 12.
Each member is urged to
attend and is asked to meet at
the skating rink at 6:30 p. m.
Members will be picked up at
the same place at nine p. rn.
Membership Tea Will
Be Held, Gleason Hall
St. Leo's Women's Guild
Membership Tea will be held
Tuesday, September 13, at one
p. m. at Gleason Hall, North
Twelfth Street, Murray.
Billie Hall, chairman, will
be assisted by Claire Resig,
Helen James, Meme Mat-
tingly, and the officers of the
Guild as hostesses.
Plans will be discussed for
an outing in October.
pork & mutton, deep fried Door prizes will be given pt
chicken, vegetables and the end to those present.
dessert. Carry outs will be Another attraction will be
available from 2:30 to 7:00 p. "The Country Store."
m., and barbecue sandwiches Special guest speaker will
from 10:00 a. m. to 8:00 p. in. be Congressman Carroll
Live entertainment of Hubbard, who will speak at
country, gospel and western 5:00 p. m. Others to attend are
music will be provided by The Senator Tom Garrett, Senator
Sounds of Shine, The Mid- Richard Weisenberger, Rep.
fighters, The Impressions and Johnny Boatwright, Rep.
The Neihoff Bros. Butch Burnett and County
Lots of activities including Judge Raymond Schultz.
games, booths and bingo in the
gym. A first place prize of
$500. and a homemade quilt
and portable television as 2nd
and 3rd prizes will be raffled.
D.-iR Chapter Meeting
Planned On Saturday
The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the- Daughters of
the American Revolution will
meet Saturday, September 10,
at 1:30 p. in. at the- home of
Mrs. John J. Livesay at New
Concord.
All members are urged to
attend, a chapter spokesman
said.
The experts say that fall Wit
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Bad Acts By Few Give
Business A Bad Name
We read and hear much
these days about corruption in
the private enterprise area of
our society, particularly in
corporate payoffs, illegal
political contributions by big
business, unethical Raretiees in
the executive suite, 'W., that
many of us are in danger of being
brainwashed that all big
business corporations and a lot
of small ones are rotten.
Thus it is refreshing to learn
from one in authority that this is
all hog-wash. Robert M.
Efleiberg, editor of Barron's
rational Business and Financial
Weekly, said in a recent com-
mencement address to the
graduating class of Hillsdale
College in Michigan that the real
facts are these:
—Only some 400 companies
have owned up to impropriety or
worse.
—Thousands of others have
been found guilty of nothing.
—To illustrate, the ranks of
publicly owned companies in-
clude 1,145 listed on the New
York Stock Exchange, 1,553
listed on the American Stock
Exchange, and approximately
11,000 traded over-the-counter,
or nearly 14,000 publicly owned
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Robert Wilson, administrator of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, and
Betty Mercer of the Kappa Department
of the Murray Woman's Club are
pictured discussing the pediatric wing
for the hospital.
Deaths reported include Kenneth
Gerald Osbron, Mrs. Horace Jones, and
Willie B. Lee.
Harold Eversmeyer was elected as
president of the Murray Kiwanis Club.
Other officers and directors elected
were John Mikulcik, John Long, Frank
Kane, Jack Andersen, Tom Turner,
Jim Croner, J. D. Rayburn, Josiah
Darnall, and Paul Sturm.
Marriages announced include
Jimmie Joan Bennett to Fred Lee
Wilson on September 2.
"Working on the widening of the
street in front of Murray High
progressed rapidly. They have to put in
some more gravel and tromp it down
good before they pave it," from the
'column, -Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams. ,
20 Years Ago--
The Kentucky Highway Department
begins this week spraying for Johnson
grass, according to L. D. Miller of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce„
Loyd Workman today announced that
he had sold the Day & Nite Cafe to
Trent, Voris, and Auburn Wells.
Workman said he had-been in business
at the Day & Nite for twenty-four years.
Samuel Joe Parker, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe M. Parker, has received a
certificate from the Hillerich and
Bradsby Company, manufacturer of
the famous slugger baseball bat, in
recognition of his having earned the
batting average of .535 in the Babe Ruth
League season just completed.
Mr. and Mrs. T. 0. Taylor and
daughter, Pandy, of Roswell, N. M., are
the guests of their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie Taylor and Mr. and Mrs.
Verble Taylor.
All drivers of Lincoln Mercury cars
will be admitted free at the Murray
Drive In Theatre tomorrow night.
30 Years Ago
Miss Barbara Jo Walker, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Walker of Memphis,
Tn., formerly of Murray, was crowned
Miss America of 1947 at the pageant
held at etlantic City, N. J. Her
grandmother is Mrs. Ella Rains of
Lynn Grove.
Deaths reported include Robert Lee
Buchanan, age 3'02, due to Rocky
Mountain spotted fever.
Dale Cohoon, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Eu.ey Cohoon, Murray, received his
license as a first class radio operator
after completing radio school at Port
Arthur, Texas.
Births reported include a girl, Julia
May, to Mr. and Mrs. Hugo Wilson on
September 4.
An old fashioned Fiddlers' contest
will be held at New Concord High
School on September 12.
fustest with the mostett in the
way of disaster relief.
"Despite the many obstacles
raised by the Food and Drug
Administration, the U.S.
pharmaceutical industry con-
tinues to make significant ad-
ditions to the nation's medicine
chest.
"On this score, despite the
environmentalist hue and cry
over chemical additives,
pesticides and pollution, the
people of this country over the
decades have enjoyed an
uninterrupted growth in
longevity. To illustrate, since
World War II — here's a statistic
you're not apt to read in the daily
press or hear over the major
television networks — the
American life expectancy has
increased from 65.9 years to 72.5
years. In the past decade alone,
it's risen by two-plus years.
/ Industry and private
Business should toot their own
horns more. The notoriety goes
to the few corporations who may
engage in unethical ,practice,
giving the impreseions that all
corporations do things the same
way. That is simply not the case.
Private enterprise and the
free market system provide the
jobs, the money, and everything
else needed to ktep our economy
mov;ng. And credit should be
givers where credit is due.
concerns in all.
—The 400-odd culprits
constituted barely 3 per cent of
the publicly owned total.
All told there are about two
million U.S. corporations, public
and private alike, as well as
more than one million part-
nerships,, and roughly eleven
million individual proprietor-
ships.
In other words, fourteen
million units do business in this
country. Compare that nul'hber
to the 400-odd that have been
involved in some shady dealings
and it doesn't take long on your
pocket calculator to figure the
minutely small percentage that
have been tainted by im-
propriety or illegality.
Mr. Blieberg, also told his
audience some of the good things
about industry and the free
enterprise-free market system
that has made America the great'
country it is. He said, in part:
"To the corporate coin, there
is another more glittering — if
far less publicized — side. While
the number of jobless — a figure,
by the way, which greatly
overstates the case, since it
includes a good many workers
who have just quit their jobs —
does stand at 7 per cent of the
labor force, the fact is that today
more Americans are gainfully
employed than ever before in
U.S. history. Indeed, in January-
March of this year alone, the
private sector created over one
million jobs (and, in the past
twelve months, more than 2.6
million.)
"By the same token, thanks
to American industry, marvels
of technology — microwave
ovens, citizens band radios, hand
calculators, home computers
with all their built-in poten-
tialities for enlarging our
capacities and enriching our
lives — flow in an endless stream
from drawing-board to assembly
line. The much-maligned
Lockheed Corporation deploys
the Hercules kirlifter, which,
















"You're not making it any easier, you know."
By WA TER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
Carter Having Trouble
With His Own Issues
WASHINGTON AP) — President
Carter is having trouble with his own
issues: ethics and the economy. .
He used to play them like violins.
Now the notes are coming out sour.
As a result, the White House is
waging defensive campaigns on the
very issues that helped get Carter
elected.
The irony of it can hardly have
escaped Gerald R. Ford, who stood by
as a witness while the President who
beat him signed the new Panama Canal
treaty Wednesday night.
Ford was in town for a show of
solidarity between the old
administration and the new on the
canal treaty. There will be time enough
later for Republicans to go after Carter
on the questions raised by the Bert
Lance case, and on the lagging
economy.
The issue of ethics was Carter's
starting point. He was the politician
who promised never to tell a lie, who
said there would be no circle of
preference or advantage for the
powerful, who pledged to restore trust
and confidence in government.
On those matters, Carter cast himself
— with some success — as a different
kind of political leader. Now he is
risking credibility on that very issue in
the defense of Lance, the budget
director whose private financial
transactions have been challenged by
gcrOrrnment investigators.
There has been no finding of
wrong-doing in the Lance affair, and
the budget director is entitled to state
his case, as he apparently will in Senate
testimony next Thursday.
Eveniso, the record hardly fits with
thquake strikes, gets there 'Carter's earlier insistence that there
was not even an appearance of
impropriety.
Furthermore, in congressional
testimony on the Lance case there is a
suggestion that some things haven't
changed very much after all.
Robert Bloom, the government's
chief banking inspector when the
Senate approved Lance for the budget
post, said he had assumed Carter and
his aides "were aware of the most
serious problems known to me at that
time in connection with Mr. Lance's
banking background." •
In other words, the disclosures now
being made might have come before
Lance took office but for the impression
that Carter and his assistants knew the
Bible Thought
Sher, me thy ways, 0 LORD;
teach me thy paths. Psalm 25:4.
The only true way is God's way
Wait for Him. He will guide your
life. Listen for the still smallt
of calm. He will not let you"do‘kn
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whole story and were satisfied.
There is in that a reminder of the
days when the White House was always
right — even when it was wrong.
On the economic front, Carter
already is under heavy pressure from
labor, liberals and black leaders to do
something about unemployment.
He li'ad said a steady reduction in
unemployment and a job for everyone
who can work would be the highest
priorities of his administration.
That is proving to be easier said than
done. The unemployment rate stands at
7 1 per cent. It was 7.3 per cent last
January, when Ford yielded the White
House to Carter.
Carter had promised he would strive
to get unemployment down to 4 per cent
or less by the end of his current term,
but he won't make it at that rate.
Confronted with persistent
unemployment, and what he conceded
was a horrible job situation among
young black people, Carter has
promised anew to put high priority on
employment programs.
The White House has acknowledged
Sunday School
r,
Lesson I .T.h ,rr11, r
that the economy is in a lull, which it
describes as temporary. Press
Secretary Jody Powell said that if
matters get worse, the administration
will take new steps to deal with the
situation.
Carter already has gained enactment
of one set of public works, jobs and tax
measures to stimulate the economy. He
dropped from that package a planned
$50 rebate to most taxpayers,
convinced that economic recovery
made it unnecessary.
Now tlpere is talk of the possibility
that a new tax cut might be necessary
should the economy turn downward.
All of this suggests that the ability of
any administration to tune the economy
in accordance with its political
commitments is very limited. Carter
acknowledged as much when he said
that even the most far-reaching jobs
programs of presidents like Lyndon B.
Johnson didn't really solve
unemployment problems.
"Obviously, something has got to
change," he said Wednesday.





Those Christians to whom Peter
wrote this epistle were in the throes of
great distress and persecution by the
civil powers. There was a tendency on
their part to rebel against the civil
government or to ignore their
responsibility to it.
Our relationship to the world is dif-
ferent from what it was before we
became the recipients of God's saving
grace. Since the Lord Jesus saved us,
We have tremendous responsibilities as
well as glorious privileges. It behooves
us, who are in reality foreign pilgrims
passing through a strange land, to
abstain from those indulgences which
are injurious to the soul and
dishonoring to the Lord. Christians are
obligatedcto separate themselves from
the world to such an extent that the
"conversion," which as used here
means whole manner of life — in-
cluding thoughts, words and actions —
will merit the respect of the "Gentiles,"
or non-Christians. With the enabling
help from the Lord, Christians can live
circumspectly and thereby honor Him.
Since the ones to whom Peter was
writing were scattered abroad, he
urged them to be in subjection to the
governments of the countries in which
they were residing and to render all
rightful obligations to them. He com-
manded respect and reverence for the
rulers, subjection to the constituted
authorities, and obedience to all the
laws which did not conflict with God's
Word and will.
Inasmuch as human government is
ordained of God, instituted by Him for
the specifie purpose of maintaing order
in human relationships — Eproviding
protectrolT for its citizens, punishment
of evildoers, and the administration of.
justice —, and functions by His
providence, it is the duty of Christians
to be good citizens, and to maintain the
proper attitude toward their govern-
ment. In this era, when so many are
determined to denounce and to reject
all governmental authority, it is im-
portant that we be reminded of the duty
of. citizens to the government under
which they live and enjoy all the
benefits which it provides. Defiance of
governmental authority is a mark of
disobedience to God as well as a
violation of the law.
Christians owe the government under
which they live such obligations as
respect, subjection, support, and
obedience. Disobedience to it incurs
divine displeasure and chastisement.
We are told that Christians should
obey civil authorities for the Lord's
sake. Such conduct on our part will put
.to silence all who would like to see us
fall into difficulties. Christians have
bten set free from Satan's bondage in
order that they may serve God ac-
ceptably and effectively. He has a right
to expect them to be good citizens in
whatever land they may reside.
Christians exhibit their patriotism
and their obedience to God by giving
proper respect to all human beings
because they have been created in the
image of God; by cultivating and
promoting love among the believers in
Christ, endeavoring to strengthen the
ties that bind them together as the
servants of the Lord; by giving proper
reverence to God; and by giving proper
honor to those to whom it is due. A
sincere desire to do the Lord's will
reveals itself in the best citizenship.
'WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
andoencouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
111EARTLiNE
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTUNE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: My mother began
receiving Social Security benefits when
my father retired and started receiving
Social Security benefits. However, she
had never paid into Social Security.
When my father died Social Security
paid a burial fund toward his funeral
expenses but when my mother died, I
was informed that she was not entitled
to a burial fund since she had not paid
into Social Security.
Since my mother's death, I have
heard and been told by sources outside
of the Social Security office that she
was entitled to burial benefits. Was
she? Would I be eligible to collect this
benefit? — G.M.
A. No. When a person who is fully
insured under Social Security dies, his
, or her spouse or surviving relative
would receive a lump-sum death
benefit. However, the person must be
fully insured before he or she is eligible.
For people interested in learning
more about the Social Security
program, Heartline has
developed' Heartline's Guide to Social
Security." This book is written in easy-
to-understand, question-and-answer
form. It covers retirement benefits,
widow's benefits, children's benefits,
disability benefits and many more
interesting facts about Social Security.
To order you copy, send 82.00 to
"Headline's Guide to Social Security,"
Box 4994 ,.Des Moines, Iowa 50306.
HEARTLINE: My wife and I are in
our late 50s, and I am planning to retire
at age 62. We have a 4-bedroom home
now, but we'd like something smaller.
We have been thinking of going the
condominium route, but are not quite
sure on how to go about this. Do you
have any tips that you can give us? —
C.F.
A. Heartline has received numerous
inquiries from prospective
condominium buyers and has compiled
a list of things to look for before buying
a condominium. Heartline has sent this
information to you.
Anyone interested in this free
literature should write., "Heartline-
Condominium," 114 E. D#ton St. West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please enclose
a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope with your request.
HEARTLINE: My nephew is
attending a local junior college on a
part-time basis. He is also taking
correspondence courses that, when
added to the number of junior college
class hours, constitute a full load.
His father worked in the railroad
industry before dying last year. Would
it be possible for the boy to receive any
scholastic monetary benefits from his
father's work? —K. T.
A. Probably not. A student is
generally not eligible for survivor's
benefits when taking correspondence
courses. Only under certain
circumstances which prevent actual
classroom presence can
correspondence courses be considered
to establish full-time attendance.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, September 9th, the
252nd day of 1977. There are 113 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1776, the term "UnEted
States" became official in a ruling of
the Second Continental Congress.
On this date:
In 1830, Charles Durant made early
aviation history by flying in a balloon
from New York City across the Hudson
River to Perth Amboy, N.J.
In 1850, California was admitted to
the Union as the 31st state.
In 1893, the First Lady, Mrs. Grover
Cleveland, became the mother of a
baby girl. It was the first time that a
child had been born to a first lady in the
White House.
In 1919, Boston police went on strike.
Massachusetts Governor Calvin
Coolidge ruled that they would not be
permitted to return to their jobs on
grounds they had no right to strike and
endanger public safety.
In 1926, the National Broadcasting
• dompany was formed as a service of
the Radio Corporation of America.
In 1946, the formal surrender of about
I million Japanese soldiers took place
in China, at Nanking.
Ten years ago: A 20-year-old Kansas
woman, Debra Dene Barnes, was
crowned the new "Miss America" in
"Atlantic City.
Five years ago: Secretary of State
.Henry Kissinger headed for Moscow for
'talks with Soviet leaders on European
security.
One year ago: Mao Tse-Tung, 82-
year-old leader of the Chinese
Communist revolution, died in Peking.
Today's birthday: Former
Republican Presidential candidate
Alfred landon1s90 years-old. —
4





















The Nation's No. 1 Creditor
in Agriculture





4111 1"Iv FAMILY RESTAURANT
Open 24 hours a day, Every Day!
apTHE NcEW
HAND(DIPP ED ICE CREAM SUNDAES &SHAKES
Famous For Charbroiled Steaks and Seafood Dinners
Sandwiches 8 Platters
5 Points - Murray. Ky.
BREAKFAST PRIVATE
SERVED I I 00 PM -II 00 A M DINING ROOM







Hwy 441 S. 753-5,24
Former Murray High star Doug Shelton (21) of the Racers puts the crunch of Southeast Missouri's quarterback in the Racers 134 win last
week at Gape Girardeau. Academic All-American Eddie McFarland (44) while Steve Maxwell 151) also tries to get in on the action. The
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78's Will Be Arriving Soon!
CJ-7, C1-5, Pacer & Pacer Wagon,
AMX, Gremlin, Concord & Matador
Cain AMC Jeep
806 Coldwater Road 753-6448
MURRAY AREA
COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT hir Cars, Trucks A Tractors
— RADIATORS REPAIRED —
COMPLETE MACHINE SKOP 
.V MURRAY VrdififfAUTO PARTS fitir-
Lart• Slack *1 Fa els Car Parts WU • DATUM •ITOTOTA
/Eft /Mk
4wApA, s,z' 753-4424 7 AM 4NApo
605 mA•LE MURRAY KY
West Kentucky
Rural Telephone
237 No. 8th, Mayfield
Serving Graves, Calloway, Marshall,






Al! The Way Tigers
Hours:
7:30 ani til 11 pm — Sun.-Thurs
7:30 a.m til midnight — Fri. IL Sat.






9-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-6 Sun.
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What The SID's Have To Say
Murray State-Delta State
By JOE TOM ERWIN
MSU Sports Publicity
"All we know about tbem is what we have learned
from last season's games" Murray State coach Bill
Furgerson says of Delta State, his Racers' opponent
next Saturday. "They, on the other hand, scouted us
last Saturday at Southeast Missouri and also in our
spring' game last April. They were supposed to have
sent us a film of a later game from last season but they
said they forgot it."
The Racers beat Southeast Missouri 13-6 last week in
their season opener but Furgerson was far from
pleased with his team's performance. "If we don't
block and tackle better against Delta, they'll kill us,"
he said.
Delta beat the Racers 14-0 last season and 31
Statesmen who played in that game are back this year.
Pre-season publicity from the Mississippi school
predicted a solid defense and a bigger offensive for 
wardwall for the Statesmen this fall. Nineteen of the 31
returning lettermen are on the defensive unit which
shut out the Racers last year and left them 38 yards in
the hole on rushing offense.
Despite rather unimpressive statistics at Southeast
Missouri, the Racers did some things right, according
to Furgerson. They kept their goal line uncrossed,
giving up only field goals of 35 and 24 yards. Wes
Furgerson averaged 38.9 on 9 punts and kept the
Racers from disaster in the first quarter with punts of
45, 45, and 47 yards. They jumped on SEMO mistakes
a short punt and a flanble) for both their scores.
"I thought we were a pretty good team the last quar-
ter," Furgerson said. "We played with assurance after
their fumble and took the ball right into the endzone.
We then forced them to kick and were moving well
again when time ran out."
The Racer scores were both lightening-like stabs —
the first a 46-yard run by freshman tailback Danny Lee
Johnson and the other an 11-yard dash by fullback Ran-
dy Jones. Neither was touched by a SEMO defender.
Safety Eddie McFarland was the defensive hero. He
had 9 tackles, 3 assists, an interception, and caused a
fumble. End Bill Shannon had 5 tackles and 2 assists,
and linebacker Kevin Whitfield 4 and 3. Tackle Dennis
McGee recovered the fumble which led to the Racer
winning touchdown. Linebacker Steve Maxwell caused
the fumble.
Linebackers Dave Reagan and Tony Boone each had
two tackles back of the line of scrimmage. Ends Sam
Franklin, Jeff Parks, and Shannon had one each.
The Murray-Delta State game will begin at 7:30 p. m.
at Delta Field, Cleveland, Miss.
By LANGSTON ROGERS
Delta State SID
CLEVELAND, Miss. — After leading the Gulf South
Conference in total defense a year ago, Delta State
University's defenders are once again expected to be
strong, but a lack of depth may pose a serious problem.
"Our first unit is pretty solid, but we need to find
some people to provide additional help," says defen-
sive line coach Wally Burnham.
Burnham, who is in his first season as a Delta State
assistant after moving over from the University of
North Alabama, figures the Statesmen will get a big
test Saturday night when Murray State University in-
vades Delta Field.
"We saw Murray last week when they beat Southeast
Missouri and we know their offensive unit can be ex-
plosive," Wally said.
Delta State's front five has returned to starting spots
from last yeat aripi the Statesmen will go with senior
Chuck Booth (183rof Biloxi and junior Robert Downing
(210) of Memphis, Tenn., at the ends, seniors Steve
Moody (222) of Petal and Floyd Masoner (230) of
Poplarville at the tackles, and senior Rick Cuevas
(210) of Lumberton at noseguard.
Booth is a three year starter and Cuevas got a star-
ting nod last season after transferring from Pearl
River Junior College„Powning, Moody, and Masoner
moved into starting spots in 1976 when season opening
starters sustained injuries.
Linebackers Saturday night will be seniors Robert
Garner (190 of Biloxi and Skip Golding (200)'of Miami,
Fla. Garner didn't start last season, but did see plenty
of action while Golding was a flanker a year ago.
"We feel like we can win in the Gulf South Con-
ference if we get a maximum effort and stay healthy,"
Burnham added. "Downing, Moody, and Cuevas have
real good quickness, Masoner is a real smart player,
Booth has that good experience, and Garner and
Golding can provide a great deal of help on pass
coverage."
Burnham has also been pleased with the progress of
junior noseman Jeff Hinton (214) of Jackson, freshman
linebacker Tony Key (198) of Kennseaw, Ga., and
junior tackle Russell Osborne (222) of Tampa, Fla.
"We really don't have much depth and time is
short," Wally added. "Not getting hurt is the real key,
for us, but most Gulf South Conference schools will be
in that same situation. Getting ourselves in situations
where our back-up people can gain valuable playing
time should also help.'
NOW!
Kenneth Hoover
University Church of Christ
106 North 15th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071 .
Ours is a complex and complicated world.
Science, technology, and human ingenuity has
i made exterior living more comfortable.
However, they have not made life more wor-
thwhile, purposeful, meaningful, content, and
fulfilling. Cosmetics, clothing, diet, exercise, and a
face-lift may make one look better. But, they do
not necessarily make one better, or even feel
better.
irk only when we come to grips with the real
"self" — the real "me" — that significant
progress toward contented and courageous
living can be achieved. When one's life is coun-
terfeit it may look like the real thing. But, the
counterfeiter really knows better!
It is only when we "find rest unto (our) souls"
that we discover peace with ourselves and
power for living abundantly - regardless of our
exterior world and circumstances. This is
precisely what God offers to each person
through His Holy Son: "These things have I
spoken unto you, that in me ye might have
peace. In the world ye shall have tribulation but
be of good cheer I have overcome the world."
(John 16:33)
It's the greatest thing in the world





FOREST HILLS, N.Y. (AP)
— Back problems and past
accomplishments notwith-
standing, Jimmy Connors
may be a greater contender
now than ever.
"It may be the best I ever
saw him play, on clay
especially," said Spain's
Manuel Orantes, who lost to
Connors Thursday night, 6-2,
6-4, 6-3, in the most hotly-
contested match yet in the





Italian who thrashed the
tournament's third-seed 'Brian
Gottfried of Lauderhill, Fla.,
6-2, 6-1, 6-2 Thursday.
Orantes had been
considered one of the men who
could take Connors down a peg
in this Open. He did it in 1975
after Jimmy's brilliant 1974
season, and took him in
straight sets this summer in
the finals of the U.S. Clay
Court Champi-onship at
Indianapolis.
The sell-out crowd of 12,497
watched as Connors hit deep,
sledge-hammer shots
frequently right on the line or
in the corners. Orantes'
ground-- stroke seemed
aimless, particularly off his
backhand.
"I've played a few good
matches on clay," said
Connors, the 25-year-old from
Belleville, Ill., who is the
defending champion here but
second-seeded behind
Sweden's Bjorn Borg, who
defaulted earlier this week.
"He was hitting the ball
very hard, very deep and very
consistently," said Orantes.
The gracious 28-year-old left-
hander had surgery on his left
elbow to correct a pinched
nerve on May 28.
Connors strained his back 12
days ago and defaulted the
U.S. Pro in Boston. He hasn't
had much sympathy from
fellow players, some of whom
suggested that he seems
always to be injured when he
faces a big match or must
defend a title.
In other quarter-final
matches, No. 2 Martina
Navratilova of Dallas beat
Mima Jausovec, the 10th seed
from Yugoslavia, 6-4, 6-1.
Wimbledon champion
Virginia Wade fell to No. 12
Wendy Turnbull of Australia,
6-2,6-1.
Ms. Wade, the third seed
from England, blamed the
clay surface and the earliness
of her match — 11 a.m. — for
her poor play.
The 31-year-old Briton won
Wimbledon, played on grass,
beating Chris Evert in the
semifinals and Betty Stove for
the title.
Her opponent, the little
Aussie dubbed "Rabbit" for
her ability to chase balls all
over the court, had her first
victory ever over Ms. Wade.
Meanwhile, Barazzutti
played the best he ever has in
a major event, passing




"He forced me to play badly
by just hitting better shots,"
Gottfried said of the Italian. "I
guess mentally I didn't think I
could do anything about it.'
RIG PLAY—Quarterback Tint lielsopple rolls to the left side es Tim McAlister (40) supplies the
block oath. first play of the takers' owerthog series. Nelms* gained nine yards on the (day
then on the next ploy, dove in from. yard eat to tie the game thee Shwa Mertes scared the
conversion to give the lokor fresh an 8-6 victory.
(Senff Plisses by Mks Standen)
Pirates Keep Winning
But Can't Gain Ground
By JOHN NELSON scored one out later when Phil
AP Sports Writer Garner doubled off St. Louis
All the Pittsburgh Pirates reliever Hawley Eastwick. Al
can do now is win and wait. Hrabosky relieved Eastwick,
But trailing six games behind and Parker smacked his two-
Philadelphia in the National run homer.
League East with 72 games Phils 8, Mets 2
left in their season, the Pirates Philadelphia let New York
have not lost their sense of get a 2-0 lead, then shelled
humor. Mets reliever Bob Apodaca for
Before Thursday night's three homers in the seventh.
game against the St. Louis Bake McBride led off the
Cardinals, Pirates trainer seventh with his 15th homer of
Tony Bartirome announced in the season. Mike Schmidt
the locker room that the New smacked his 34th, and Jay
York Mets had beaten Johnstone hit his 13th.
Philadelphia, 3-1. Cubs 3, Expos 2
.The guy said, 'All right, we Dave Rosello scored on Bill
gotta go," said Pirates Buckner's sacrifice fly in the
outfielder Dave Parker. The 10th to give the Cubs their
Pirates went, all right, victory. Cubs reliever Bruce
beating St. Louis 9-5 with the Sutter, 6-1, struck out the first
help of Parker's two-run six batters he faced to tie an
homer in the seventh. NL record for consecutive
But; as it turned out, strikeouts.
Bartirome was just having a Dodgers 5, Braves 4
little joke. Philadelphia Dusty Baker homered and
actually beat the Mets, 8-2. scored the winning run in the
The guys all laughed at llth on Dave Lopes' sacrifice
Tony's joke, and I think that's fly to give Los Angeles its
goad because we can't crawl victory over the Braves. Ron
into a hole just because the Cey also homered for the
Phillies win," said Parker. Dodgers in the second inning,
"You've got some competitors his 28th of the season, and
here, and if the Phillies beat scored on a passed ball in the
us, they'll know they've eighth when Los Angeles took
earned it. a 4-3 lead.
"But I'm still thinking Reds 6, Giants 5
positive. They could go into a George F.pster's bases-
slump." loaded sacrifice fly in the
Pittsburgh has won four of ninth inning drove in the
its last five .games, including winning run and allowed
two over Philadelphia in a Cincinnati to snap a thitslt
three-game set last Monday game losing streak.
and Tuesday. But in that time,
the Pirates have managed to
shave only a single game off
the Phils' lead.
"If we win eight straight
games," said Pirates
Manager Chuck Tanner,
"something is going to
happen. I can feel it."
Parker's homer was his 19th
of the season and put the
Pirates in front of St. Louis to
stay. With one out in the
seventh, Miguel Dilone
walked and stole second. He
Derrick Ramsey Nearing
New Kentucky Grid Mark
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP —
Kentucky quarterback
Derrick Ramsey will pass an
offensive milestone Saturday
if he is able to crack a veteran
North Carolina defensive
team for 93 yards in total
offense.
The powerful, 6-foot-5
signalcaller would become the
eighth player in Kentucky
history to amass 2,000 career
yards in that category.
However, the Tar Heels,
smarting from a 21-0 beating
by the Wildcats In the 1978
Peach Bowl, will try their best
to wreck Ramsey's bid for the
record book.
Coach Bill Dooley's team
returns eight defensive
starters, most notably tackle
Dee Hardison, an All-Atlantic
Coast Conference selection
last year.
Also back, after missing the
entire 1976 season with a knee
Injury, is defensive tackle Rod
Broadway.
Broadway was considered a
sure bet for all-ACC before
-suffering the Thtli-yTburfj
listed behind Bunn Rhames
for the starting slot opposite
Hardison on the Tar Heels'
line.
Ramsey became a full-time
quarterback last year after
being shuttled for two seasons
between the backfield and
tight end.
An exceptionally strong,
head-first runner, he chalked
up 1,430 yards in 1976 in
leadifig Kentucky to an 8-4
record.
If Ramsey can match his
1976 output, he will finish
fourth on Kentucky's total
offense list behind
quarterbacks Rick Norton and
Vito Babe PariW and running
back Alfred Sonny Collins.
Ramsey has never been
considered a passing threat
and his career statistics
include 1,046 yards rushing,
Including a team-leading 7/1
last year.
With 654 yards rushing this
season, he would nose out
Rodger Bird for the No. 2 spot
among Kentucky's all-time
Astros 7, Padres 1
Roger Metzger tripled with
the bases loaded in Houston's
five-run sixth inning, and
Floyd Bannister, 6-8,
scattered seven hits as the





The Inter-City Golf Tour-
name* for sees we be held
next weekend at the We local
country clubs.
Play in the Si•bele tourney
will begin Saturday at the
Murray Country Club and will
end Sunday at the Oaks
Country Club.
Golfers who want to play la
the tourney should sign up at





There will be a hospitality
room held at the Holiday inn
In Cleveland, Mississippi, for
MSU football fans Saturday.
The room wrn open at 4 p.m.
and all Murray State fans and
students are invited to attend.
At 7:30 p.m., the Racers will
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(e-u WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT
DAYTONA BEACH
4 FOR THE PR/CE OF A ROOM
fair', your own private villa at the World's
Most Famous Beach. 70 minutes from
Disney World. We have bus tours. 3
famous resturants; The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House.
Each villa completely equipped for
housekeeping, wit conditioned,
' 0 telephowneiths,sTY",cimshoPplinwngnsc'er r.
X
2 swimming pools, recreation MU,
% ''-;- '
V 01sywound. Golf, townie. gorivsitges.
' 
'
An easy drive to all Florida attrac-
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Our Catfish Steak and Fiddler Catfish are fresh from
Kentucky Lake. Dinners are served with salad bar or
slaw, baked potato or french fries and mouth watering
hushpuppies.
Our Seafoods Are Transported








For The Best of
The Catch 
753-4141
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DIRECTIONS—Coach Stan Ouilland gees MK setae plpys with a couple of his players. Oa the
left is Brad Bryon mod ea the right is quarterback Um Ileisapple.
COLLISION COMING—A Reath miner is about to get creamed here as igen (113) of the
Lakers is set to make the tackle. Other takers in the picture include Tim McAlister (40) and Mark
Roberts (53).





A Great Day For Calloway
Something great happened late Thursday
evening.
It's a shame there were not more people
there to see what happened but the 300 to 400
people who were there wW never forget
what they saw.
One year ago, nobody would have believed
it would have been possible for Calloway
County High School to have a football
program by the fall of 1977. But the people of
the county believed. And so did the people in
the city too, merchants, concerned citizens
and just plain football fans.
What happened last evening was like
reading a storybook with a happy ending,
which in these crazy times we live, is a rare
find. Refusing to fold under pressure, the.n
Laker freshman football team somehow
managed to come up with an 8-6 win over
Heath, which has had a football program for
a number of years.
In all honesty, I did not think the freshman
Lakers would win a game in their first year.
I watched them practice several times and
of course after they opened with a 34-0 loss
last week to Crittenden County, I felt they
might be in for a long season. But...
There were several things that impressed
me in the game last week with Crittenden
County. First of all, several of the players
got scolded nicely for mistakes. They did not
drop their eyes or their heads. They looked
their coach smack in the eyes, shook their
heads and said yes-sir. That's impressive.
It's also called willingness to learn.
Another thing was during the latter part of
the game with Crittenden County, the
Lakers seemed like they were enjoying
playing defense as they began to make good
contact instead of "flagging" the offensive
people.
So came last evening. After playing an
extremely tough first half of defense, the
Lakers caught fire and began playing like
they had several games under their belts
instead of one.
The defense began to play with pride. And
they learned a few things. They didn't get
hurt outside nearly as much as they did in
their loss to Crittenden County.
Early in the third quarter, I asked
assistant coach Joe Stonecipher if the Laker
freshman had gone through overtime drills.
Of course, the answer was no. When you are
playing only your second game in the
history of frosh football at a school, you
aren't that far along yet.
To make a long story short, the Lakers did
not give up and showed a tremendous
amount of pride and guts by coming back
and scoring the TD and the two-point con-
version after Heath had taken a 6-0 lead in
the overtime. They could have just as easily
dropped their heads and quit.
The point:
Wasn't it great?
There were a large group of Murray High
players on the sidelines. They were
screaming (and very sincerely 1 their en-
couragement to the Laker defensive and
offensive unts during the overtinte.
There were people on the sidelines who a
year ago, probably had never been to a
football game before.
There'll be a lot more games, there will be
more losses, maybe some more wins, who
knows? But the people of Calloway County
have discovered football. And they are
quickly becoming hooked on the game.
Each game, they will learn more rules.
Each game, the players will learn more too.
And win or lose, it's a great experience.
Stan Outland and his freshman team have
cleared their first hurdle. We wish them all
the luck in the world and hope to see more
wins. And if they don't win any more games
all season, still, we are behind the kids all
the way. And now jayvees, it's your turn to
play Heath next Monday. Let's get 'em
twice!!












First Win In Calloway Football Program
Laker Freshmen Shock
Heath 8-6 In Overtime
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger lir Times Sports Editor
It was nearly time • for the
game to begin and only one
team was on the field. It
seems as if the Heath High
School freshman football team
had planned on playing the
Calloway County freshman
team a 6:30 p. m. game
Thursday evening.
The game was scheduled for
5 p. m. Heath finally made it to
the game, which began an
hour behind schedule. The
Pirates might travtc been
better not to come at all.
For in just the second fresh-
man game in the history of
Calloway County High School,
the Lakers stunned the
Pirates with a thrilling 8-6
overtime win.
From the opening quarter
on, the Lakers made one thing
clerfectly clear, coining the old
Richard Nixon term. They
played defense and they hit.
At .halftime when the teams
marched off the field, the
game was a scoreless tie.
"The kids were a little
discouraged at halftime,"
Laker coach Stan Outland
said.
"In our first couple of
series, we had our stuff
together on offense then they
became a little sloppy .and I
guess a little frustrated when
they got dropped for a couple
of losses.
"I simply told them that
each person must do his job
and that one person can't do it
all. If each person does what
he's supposed to do, then the
unit works," Outland said.
Though playing as a
defensive end, Larry Sanders
of the Lakers had to be the
leading rusher in the second
half. Sanders exploded twice
in the second half and had
sacks of eight and 10 yards.
The rest of the defense also
played inspired and after
three quarters of scoreless
ball, it became quite evident
that one TD would win the
game.




Heath did manage to work
down to the Calloway County
17-ard line but the Pirates
were hit with a clipping
penalty, putting a damper on
the drive. Then on a fourth and
28 situation, the Lakers'
Marty McCuiston hit quar-
terback Mike Lakin of the
Pirates. Lakin fumbled and
Tim HIlsapple recovered the
ball, there was about 1:30 left
in the game.
Using no huddle and a wide-
spread formation, the Lakers
quickly ran through their four
downs. On the first two plays,
the fakers went with a wide
formation then shifted back
into their regular formation on
the final two plays.
Heath did have time to take
over on downs and get off
three quick unsuccessful plays
before time expired.
"I'm pleased with the fact
they won the coin toss and
elected to play offense in the
overtime," Outland said.
"Our defensive unit was
fired up and I felt like if we
could hold them, we might. be
able to punch it in."
On the first play from 10
yards out, the fakers were hit
with an illegal motion penalty
andths:Pirates were first and
goal from the five. One, two,
three plays and the Pirates
were still not in the endzone.
But finally, on a fourth and
one, fullback Lance Walton
went off right tackle into the
endzone for the score and
Heath led 6-0. On the two-point
conversion, Shane Morton of
the Lakers made a jersey
tackle and brought down
Walton short of the endzone.
Then the Lakers got their
turn from 10 yards out.
On the first play, quar-
terback Tim Holsapple went
off to the left and headed for
the corner. When he got to the
six-yard line, he wap hit but he
maintained his balance, spun
off the tackler and dove on
down to the one.
- Then on a second and goal,
Holsapple dove up the middle
for the touchdown.
The spread formation we
used late in the fourth quarter
was actually our two-point
conversion formation,"
Outland said.
"I don't believe in kicking
extra points. You aren't going
to make all of them But I
believe we can score on the
two-point conversion 50 per
cent of the time and that puts
us ahead.
With the formation we
were using, somebody had to
be open. Even if the defense,
knows the formation is.
coming, they just can't cover
it because it confuses them so
much."
Somebod3L,was open. It
turned out to be'Shane Morton,
who a couple of minutes
before, had Stopped the
Pirates' attempted two-point
conversion. This time, Morton
balanced it out as he went
unmolested around the left
end to score and the .Lakers
had the win.
It looked like a World Series
FIRST DOWN FOR TIM —Big Tim MCANSIN if the Whorl
picks up about f sir yards on this play mid gets a first down.
Oath. pretties: play, he gained nine yards. Also in the picture
for the takers is Ware Morton 34).
mob as students, parents and
even football players from
Murray High mobbed the
Laker freshmen and ex-
pressed their congratulations.
"If Heath had scored that
two-point conversion, we
might have been down. But
stopping that conversion
picked us back up and then
when Holsapple made the
touchdown, the kids. had so
much adrenalin flowing that
nothing was going to stop
them from winning," Outland
added.
"We done a lot of things
better than we did in our first
game. Our timing was much
better and our kids weren't
suffering from stage fright.
But still, there are a lot of
things we have yet to learn on
offense but with a few more
games, we should be all right.
"Defensively, Sanders is
just now beginning to find
himself. He played a super
game and I think Richard
Young did a fine job at tackle.
We also got good defensive
games out of Mark Roberts
and Tim McAlister at our
linebacker positions and from
Holsapple at the corner.
"Offensively, I thought
Richard Young did a good job
of blocking at tackle and Mark
Roberts at center did much
better at getting the ball to our
quarterback, Tim Holsapple. I
was also very pleased with his
performance, especially his
second effort on the nine-yard
carry that set up the touch-
down in overtime.
"Tim McAlister picked up
some good yardage for us and
played much better. He still
needs some more confidence
though as a runner. I also felt
we got good offensive games
from Shane Morton and from
little Terry 'Horsefly'
Roberts," Outland added.
For the record, "Horsefly"
SIT-DOWN TIME—Heath quarterback Mike Lakin gets sacked
for a 10-yard loss by Larry Sanders (white helmet) of the
Lakers. Sanders hod a super game at defensive end and hod
another sack of eight yards in the contest.
(stet Mootos by bilbs Ilma•loa)
Roberts weighs 70 pounds and
is a runningback.
'He played even though he'
had been sick with a sore
throat. I told my kids in a pep
rally if old "Horsefly" was as
big as his heart, he'd be 10 feet
tall," Outland added.
The Laker frosh, now 1-1 for
the season, will host Lone Oak
at 5 p. m. next Thursday.
The junior varsity club,
impressive in a. 22-8 loss in
their season opener Tuesday
with Fulton City, will host




.W L Pct. GB
N York 86 54 .614 —
Boston 82 57 .590 3',2
Balt 81 58 .583 4L2
Detroit 67 73 .479 19
Cleve 65 76 .461 211/2
Milwkee 59 85 .410 29






K.C. ' 84 .609
Chicago .558 • 7
Minn .550 8
Texas .547 8'02
Calif 66 70 .485 17
Oakland 54 83 .394 29'1
Seattle 55 87 .387 31,
Thursday's Results
Baltimore 4, Detroit 0
Boston 7, Toronto 2
New York 4, Cleveland 3
California 2-3, Chicago 0-2




W L Pct. GB
Phila 86 53 .619 —
Pitts 81 60 .574 6
Chicago 74 64 .536 11½
S Louis 74 66 .529 121/2
Montreal 63 76 .453 23


























Philadelphia 7, New York 2
Chicago 3, Montreal 2, 10 in-
nings
Pittsburgh 9, St. Louis 5
Los Angeles 5, Atlanta 4, 11
innings
Cincinnati 6, San Francisco 5
Houston 7, San Diego 1
Friday's Games
New York (Swan 8-8) at Chi-
cago ( Krukow 8-12)
San Diego lOwchinko 8-9) at
Atlanta 1Hanna 1-4), (n)
St. Louis (Urrea 7-3) at
Philadelphia (Carlton 20-8), ( n )
Montreal r Dues 0-0) at Pitts-
burgh (Jones 3-5), fn
Prices
Slashed
Sale Buy, Reliable Used Cars
All Cars Local Trade-Ins
We prefer our price—Will Consider Yours
1972 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, loaded with accessories, ble,-black top,
$1850.00.
1972 Chrysler New Yorker, 4 door, all power and air conditioner, extra
clean, $1050.00.
1972 Chevrolet Station Wagon, air conditioner, extra clean, S1250.00.
1973 Pontiac Catalina, 4 dooritation Wagon, all equipment, extra clean,
$1950.00.
1972 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door, like new, 51450.00.
LOTS OF OTHER CLEAN CARS-LARGE AND SMALL
We Also Have Pickup Trucks
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Red Sox Hitters Having Blast
On 3-0 Count, Mop Blue Jays
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP. Sports Writer
Don Zimmer is giving his
Boston Red Sox the green light
on 3-0 pitches this year — and
they're all having a blast.
Carlton Fisk is amona_ the
latest to enjoy the free-
swinging luxury.
"Zimmer has given us •
pretty free rein with the 3-0
pitch this year," said Fisk
after driving in five runs with
two homers Thursday night to
lead the Red Sox to a 7-2 rout
of the Toronto Blue Jays.
One of Canton's home runs,
a three-run shot in the second
inning, came on a three-ball,
no-strike pitch from Toronto's
Jesse Jefferson.
"About 97 per cent of the
time, a 3-0 pitch is going to be
down the middle,- said
Zimmer, expounding on his
theory. And from 78 to 80 per
cent of the time, the 3-1 pitch is
going to be a slider. So why not
give the batter a better pitch
to hit?"
Of course, Zimmer's
revolutionary idea is in direct
opposition to, the general
baseball strategy to take-the 3-
0 pitch on the theory that it
might result in a walk.
But the Red Sox manager
would prefer to see the long
ball from his slugging team.





























player on this team that hasn't
hit a 3-0 pitch this year," he
notes. It has won at least one
other ballgame for us — when
our shortstop ( Rick Burleson)
hit a game-winning double
earlier this season.
"Of course, I've also been
criticized when the player
swinging away hits into a
double play or something."
In other American League
games, the Baltimore Orioles
blanked the Detroit Tigers 4-0;
the New York Yankees
clipped the Cleveland Indians
4-3; the California Angels beat
the Chicago White Sox twice,
2-0 and 3-2, and the Kansas
City Royals stopped the
Seattle Mariners 7-2.
Orioles 4, Tigers 0
Jim Palmer fired a four-
hitter to lead Baltimore over
Detroit. Palmer, 15-11, struck
out three and walked one as he
notched his third shutout of
the season and 45th of his
career.
The Orioles broke a
scoreless tie in the seventh off
Boblykes, 4-5, when DeCinces
walked with two out, stole
second and scored on Mark
Belanger's single.
Yankees 4, Indians 3
A sacrifice fly by Chris
Chambliss capped a three-run
fifth inning that carried New
York over Cleveland. Ed
Figueroa, 14-9, went all the
way for the 11th time this
season, limiting the Indians to
eight hits as the Yankees
gained their third straight
victory and 10th in the last 12
starts.
Angels 2-3, White Sox 0-2
Nolan Ryan notched his 19th
victory with relief help from
Dave LaRoche and Don
Baylor rapped his 21st homer
to boost California over
Chicago in the first game of
their twinight doubleheader.
The Angels won the second
game with a three-run rally in
the ninth inning capped by
Lerrin ,LaGrow's run-
producing wild pitch with the
bases loaded.
Royals 7, Mariners 2
Darrell Porter socked two
home runs and John
Mayberry, Frank White and
Hal McRae each blasted one
as Kansas whipped Seattle.
Dennis Leonard, 16-11,1
notched his 16th complete






DALLAS (AP) — The
Pittsburgh Steelers were
blushing a bright red in their
dressing room following
Thursday , night's 30-0
humiliating loss to the Dallas
Cowboys in a National
Football League preseason
game.
Some were already — and
ominously — thinking ahead
to Nov. 20.
"That loss concerns me, but
,we lost a battle not a war,"
said Steeler defensive lineman
Dwighl White. "They got ,to
come to Pittsburgh. They got
their vengeance for the Super
Bowl, I guess. But we won't
forget this one either."
It was the first meeting
between the two teams since
Pittsburgh downed Dallas 21-
17 in the Super Bowl two years
ago.
Roger Staubach threw a
touchdown pass, Efren
Herrera kicked three field
goals, and the Dallas defense
sacked Steeler quarterbacks
eight times.
Each team ended the
preseason with identical 3-3
records.
The Cowboys meet
Minnesota on the road a week
from Sunday while Pittsburgh
hosts San Francisco in a
Monday night game in regular
season openers.
The closest Pittsburgh got to
the Dallas goal was the 16-
yard line.
The Steelers' kicking game
killed them. Bradshaw had a
punt blocked and Gerela
authored efforts of 10 and 5
yards. The three poor punt
attempts cost Pittsburgh 17
points.
Racer Harriers To Get
Time Trials Saturday
The Murray State cross country team will not open its
season Saturday. The first two dates printed on the fall sports
scheduled released by MSU are incorrect, as far as cross
country is concerned.
The Racer harriers, expected to be a strong contender for
the OVC championship, will open its season at Arkansas
State a week from today; On the 24th of September, the
Racers will be at the Harding College Invitational.
Nine of the 11 returning runners hold career times of 4:10
or better in the mile. Presently, the top runner is freshman
Jerry Odlin of London.
All-conference performers Brian Rutter, Martyn Brewer
and Richard Charleston all return as does Tony Keener, who
last year developed into an outstanding runner. Freshman
Athlete of the Year Dave Warren, who did hot begin school
last year until the spring semester, will also be on the team.
Others include transfer Dave Rafferty, Mitch Johnson, Pat
Chimes, Mike Vowell, Jimmy Colin and Steve thrisafuli.
The Racers lost one of their recruits, Englishman Chris Sly &
who is a sub-four minute miler. Electing not to go to college,
he chose to remain in England and train for the 1980 Olym-
pics.
Coach Bill Cornell will conduct a five-mile time trial Satur-
day morning to detetmine who the top eight runners are.
Virgil Trout
is coming to Murray
Sept. 14-16
"He has addressed civic clubs
throughout the English-speaking world."
Eastern Kentucky To Get Big
Test In Opener With Delaware
By The Associated Press
Defending Ohio Valley
Conference champion Eastern
Kentucky opens its bid for a
third league football title in
four years on Saturday when
the Colonels host perennial
Division H power Delaware.
Coach Roy Kidd's Colonels,
8-3 last year, are the pre-
season tile choice of OVC
coaches on the strength of
such,standouts as quarterback
Ernie House, last year's OVC
Player-of the Year.
"We're looking forward to
playing Delaware again,"
said Kidd, whose Colonels
dropped a 37-21 decision to the
Mud Hens last year. "They
are well-coached and well-
disciplined in both their
offensive and defensive units.
We'll have to reduce our
errors to a minimum and play
aggressive football to make
this game one to remember."
In other games involving




State is at home against
Akron, Murray State travois
to Cleveland, Miss., to play
Delta State, Tennessee Tech
visits Western Carolina and
Western Kentucky hosts
Tennessee-Chattanooga.,
Middle Tennessee, a 27-0
victim of Tennessee State last
week, is idle.
Austin Peay's first-year
Coach James Donnelly Said he
will start freshman Keith
Wright at quarterback against
UT-Martin. "Keith doesn't do
am thing fancy . . but he
moves the offense and that's
all that's important," he said.
-The -Governors,- -54- last -
year, will start freshmen at
the three receiving posts "and
there'll be some other
freshmen coming in," said
Donnelly. ;'We just don't have
any experience when we have
to dip down past our starters."
East Tennessee, 3-7 in 1975,
will finally get to play in its
domed stadium after two
years of delays caused by a
leaky roof, construction
delays and lawsuits._
"We're anxious to break it
(the dome) in," said East
Tennessee Coach Roy Frazier,
"but If we go in there and look
bad against Northern
Alabama, I may take the team
back outside in the .rain and
mud for our next home
game."
Morehead returns 14
starters and 37 lettermen from
last season's 3-8 outfit, with
five joining Phil Simms, the
OVC's leading passer, on the
offensive unit. The defense,
despite returning eight
starters, is without a senior.
Murray, a 13-6 winner over
Southeast Missouri in last
weekend's opener, will be
searching for more offense
against Delta State. The
Racers managed just 77 yards
rushing and 67 passing against
Southeast Missouri. The
Murray defense, just as last
year, was the savior, limiting
Southeast to just 220 yards and
only font' pass completions in
18 attempts. .
Coach Don Wade of
Tennessee Tech, whose team
was 8-3 last year, is singing
the blues because of the
weather. "The weather has
been so hot and humid, we are
on the verge of collapse," he
said. "We've taken more
break time than work time."
Wade said he is also'
concerned with a string of
injuries, "and on top of that
we just haven't looked like a
football team."
Western Kentucky, which
suffered its first losing season
since 1965 with a 4-5-1 record
in 1975, must open Saturday
against a Chattanooga team
that moves up to Division I
status this year.
Doug Bartholomew, who
pasSed for 585 yards when
activated for the last three
games of '75, will start at
quarterback for Western.
The Hilltoppers have
already suffered a crushing
blow to their ground game,
losing tailback Lawrence
Jefferson for at least a month
with a knee injury. Jefferson
was idled almost all last year
when he damaged a knee.
The offense "hasn't come
along as well as we had
hoped," said Coach Jimmy
Feix, "but the offense is
usually the last thing to jell,
anyway." Feix has scrapped
the I-formation for a split back
alignment.
The Toppers' traditional
strength, the defensive unit,
should be a quality unit once
again. Linebacker Biff
Madon, the OVC defensive
player of the year last season,
is the premier member of that
group.
Tribute Game
SAN DIEGO (AP) —
Antelope Valley and
Grossmont College meet in a
football game Friday night for
a tribute to Joe Roth, the
former Grossmont and Cal _
quarterback who died of
cancer.
The "Joe Roth Memorial
Game" in San Diego Stadium











5 33 et, or surplus bib and hoods. Woven 65/35
Perky two- and three-tone short sleeve knit
tops. Featuring placket or zip fronts, pock-
in fashion colors. Sizes
small, medium, and large.
FAMOUS NAME 1st QUALITY
JEANS
16". 1 66
Ladies' and Juniors' dynamic denim Levi
leans, with fancy pockets: zip fly front.
100% Cotton Of 77% Cotton,33'In Nylon. In-
digo only. Junior.sizes 5 to 15, Ladies' 10
to 20.





With crew neck, long Raglan
sleeves. Red, Blue, Gold and Green












With hood, tort sleeves, zip kan-
garoo pockets. Red, Blue, Gold and








Sizes 2 to 41.
SPORTF
SHIRTS366
Long sleeve flannel shirts
in 100% Cotton; with banded
collar, tapered or plain front
tails. Double yoke, 1 chest
pocket. Assorted plaids, in


















leather uppers; shawl tongue. aushion-









Acres of Free Periling 14 Sundays
mas1.4 chary I
I THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES
-Baptist Baptist
SCOTTS GODIFE
Worship Service II tea. in. NEW PROVIDENCE
Evening Worship 6 30p. m. Sunday School 10 a.m.
IMMANUEL MISSIONARY Preaching Service 11 a.m.
Mornuig Worship 11 op a. 111. Nightly Service 6 p.m.
EVerung Worship 6 30 p. n
o.•
MIST BAPTIST
Morrung Worstup 10 LSa.m.
Evening Worship 7 00 p m.
WEST FORK
Morning Worstup II 00 a no
Sunday Evening 6 00p. no






















Worship Service 11 a m., IN Sunday , 10 00 a
in 3rd Sunday. Sunday School 10 00 a 111 ,
hid & 4th
MARTIN'S CHAPEL MUD
Wednesday Evening 7 OOP in
MONO WOMBS 
Worship Service 11 00. m
Sunday School 0 10 00 • m
Morning Worship 11 An ain.
Evening Worship 7:15pm. 
- GOOD SNIP111110 UNITED
NORTNSIDE 
Worship Service 9 30, no
Morning Worship II 00. n. 
Sunday School 1 00 a En
Church of Christ 
1
Evening Worship 7 00 p in Nazarene 
..
NAIR BAPTIST 
NM peovioincs INDIPINDIIKE UNTIE0School 10 00
n mg Worship 11 04 a in MURRAY CHURCII
Evening Worship 7 30p m Sunday School 5:49.. m.
POPLAR SPRINGS 
Morning Worship 10:4.5 a. m.
*Omni; 11Yorstup 11 004 ni 
N 1' P S Worship 5:15 p m.
Evenuig Worship 6 30 p in 
Evening Worship 6:00 p m. ''''
Wednesday Worship 700 p. in.
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School 9 45 a.m LOCUST GROVE CHUIC31
morning Wo 7Worship 10.
45 a.m Morning.  Worship 11 001.m.
Singing, Everung Wors 5- 30,6 -136 P.m Sunday School 10 00 a.m.
BLOOD RIVER Evening Worship 5-30 p.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m N Y.P.S. Worship 
5 00 p.m.
Evening Worship 6 30 p. m Wednesday Evening 
6 30 p.m.
KIRKSEY BAPTIST .
Morning Worship 11 • OD a. m.
Evening Viol-411p 7.30p. m. 
Pentecostal
*-- - '
What You Owe Your Church
Your church uutures your childrrn in the iwav they
grow
Your church provide* guitlan for cr young people. 4
Your church sanctifies marriage.
Your church serves as • form for family life.
Your church provides fellowship .ilh other. of your
faith. •




Morning Worship 1100a. m. Morning Worship 11 00a to




Morrung Worship la : 30 a. in Morning er orship 11 00 • to
Evening Worship I:00p. m Evening Worship 7 00 p no
GREEN PLAIN
kb bie Study 10 a.m COLDWATER UNITED
, Worship Service
Wed Worship 
10:45 a.m. &II p.m Worship Service 11 00 ins 1st & 2nd Sun-
30 p.m day , 1000 Lin. 3rd & 4th, Smiley School
WEST MURRAY 
10 00 a in Ist & Ind Sunday, 11 00 a m 3rd
Morrung Worship 
10: 50 , m. & 4th Sunday
Evening Worstuputnom Gnu ( I::: mrn sionuni, woTEAUtritup I NIEL UNITED
Morning Worship 
10 00 • m
Sunday School 11 Oh no
Evening Worship 4.4 p. in
• SEVENTH & POPLAR FIRST AUTWOOIST
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10: SO a, m LIMO HEIGHTS
Evenmg Worship 6 °I5 F• m Morning Worship 11:00 a. rn.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY Evening Worship 7:30 p. m.
Morning Worship 11 00. in. UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Evening Worship 7.00 p m Sunday' School 10:00 a. m.
FLINT BAPTIST Worship Services 11 00 a.m.
, 7.00 p.m.
Morning Worship 1100a. m. CALVARY TEMPLE
Evening Worship 6:45p m. Sunday:
 School • 10 00. no.
Worship Services 11 03a m , 7 30 p.m
CHERRY CORNER MST ASSEMBLY
Morning Worship 11:00 a m. Of GOO
Evening Worship 7:(113P m- Sunday School 10:00 a m.
TIN GROVE Morning Worship 11 00a m.
Morning Worship 11:00a m Sunday Evening 7 00 p no.
Evening Worship 700 p m Thurs. rule loop m.
SALEM BAPTIST UNITED, 310 IRV AN AVE.
Morning Worship 11-00 a m. 
Sunday School 10 00 a m.
Evening Worship 7 tip in 
Evening Worship 7:00 p m.
DEW ARDS CHAPEL










" .-. Sr--• ' 04ad
ut":
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Worship Service 10.40 a. m vuorymv a 4.54. 10 SO. m





Sunday School 10 00 •. in
Evening Worship 6 .66 P• mL. - Morning Worship 11.00a m.
st)nung WorstliFti.p&SANY Winn





6 00 0 m Morning Worship Service
10.00a. m.
Morning Worship 10 40a no
Everurig Worship 6 00 p. m GOUUN MIT1100IST
FEDINTISIIIP Morning worstup Servic
es I Ma m.
Sunday School 10.09 a.m Sunday School 
10 40 a m
ship 11 00 a. in Evening services 1s1 , 3rd /11 SO SundaysMorning Wors
NAM CHURCH Preaching Service 6 
30 p in
OF CHRIST
Bible Study 10 CO COLE'S CAMPGROUND
A.M Worship 10 • so Worship Service 
10 03 a in
P.M. Worship 6 DO
Mid-Week 7. 00 DIETER-HAROIN UNITED
COLDWATUt Worship Service 10.00 a m
Monung Worship 10 5" M 1St & Ind Sundays II 00 a no
Morning Worship 11 OF 0 m. Worship Service 11:00 a m.
Evening Worship 7 lip• in. Evenmg•Worstup 7: 30 p. m
OWENS CHAPEL FIRST UNITED
Morning Worship 11 00 a in Sunday Worship 10. 00a.m. & 7:00p.m.
Evening Worship 5 30 p in Tues. & Thurs 7:00 p. rn.
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL 
BAPTIST
a
Sunday School 6 30 a. in.
Worship 1100. in.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
lst Sunday 2 00 p. m
3rd Sunday 10 30. ii. Christian
OLD SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School 10 00 a. to FIRST DIRISTIAN
Service 11 00 a m Wo
rship Services 10 45 a m.,7•00p.m
Vesper Service 5.00 p. to MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship 1030.. in.
COLDWATER Bible School 9 30 a m
Morning Services 11.00 a. m Evening Service 6.00 p in
Evening Services 6 00 p m.. CHURCH Of JESUS CIIIHST •
FAIN BAPTIST OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Morning Worship 11.00a. m Sunday SchoOl 10 45 a in
Evening Worship 6.30 p m ST. LEO caniouc
LOCUST GROVE . CHURCH
Morning Worship 1190.. m Sunday Mass 6 a. 
in.. 11 a to, 1 30 p m




Sunday School 10 00 a. m Farmer Ave and 17th St , ?Autrey', Ky., Sun-
Morning Worship 11 00 a m days 11:00 a, m. Testimony meeting second
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST Wednesday 6 p. m.
SundayeSchool 1000,. m JENOVAN'S WITNESSES
Preaching 11 00•.m & 6-00p.m Watchtower 10.30.. m.
Wednesday night 7 -00 P M Bible Lecture 9:30 a. m.
SPRING CREEK WYMAN'S CHAPEL *ALE.
BAPTIST CHURCH 
Worship Services 11. 00 a.m., 7:00 p.m.































Evening Worship 6 Ql5F m Lit & 3rd & 4th Sunday
KIRKS1T CHURCH MT. NEARON
OF MUST Worship Service 10 00 a m. 1st Sunday &
Sunday School 10:00 a m
Morning Worship 4050.. m. 
11 00 a. in 3rd Sunday Sunday School 11 03
m 1st Sunday 10 00 a m 2rd,3rd,& 4th
Evening Worship? 00 p in. I Sunday & Wed- sa,day
nesdays i
AUAO MT. CARMEL
Bible Study 10.00a. no Worship Service 10 CO a in 2nd Sunday •
Morning Worship II (I4 a. no 11 Op a. m 4th Sunday Sunday School 10- 00





moclung sernces 1045 ii. in.
sear, COMMERULIND
Sunday 10 00 • noBROOKS CHAPEL owns
Worship Service i 1 00 a m 1st & 1rd Sunday 9:30 a in.
NORTH PLEASANT GROV I 
Evening 7 00 p. In.
Sunday School y 45 . iii Ind & 4th Sunday 
' 11 tea. m.
Worship Service 11 00. in No Even
ing Worship
OAK GROVE IIET1111. UN
ITED
Sunday School moo . n, 1st & 3rd
 Sunday 11 00a m.
Worship Services 11 a, no., 7 p in bid & .01 Sunday 
9 Ma. no
Evening I 00 p m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
MOUNT PLEASANT Sunday School 
10.00 ism
Morning Worstup II:00a. m Morning Worship 11 00 a rn
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m Evening 7 00 p no
FIRST PIIISBYTERIAN STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
aiurch School 9:30 a, m Morning Worship 9 45 a in
Worship Service 10:49.. m Sunday school 10 45 a no
Evening Worship 7 00 p in 
Worship Hour 9.45 a. m.
(lurch School 11•00a.m.
ST. JONN BAPTIST CHURCH IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Morning Worship 10:45 a. m Sunday School 9 15 a. no.
Sundae School 9. 30. in Morning Worship 10 30 a. m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CNUROI WORN DAY ADVENTIST
Wednesday Service 
.7: co p.M . Sabbath School Sat 10•30a m.
, p Service St 9 15a a in
Sunday School 
10: Go am Worshi
Worship Service 1100 a.m













11 BeautyI's' u ZonsBeads J Salon







Turkey & Dressingc 
SUNDAY SPECIAL
loin Us After Church
1154,114.0 fioi14 ve Pnts 733-7992
• dor hen U...
k eootimagh God Is Love
Paul Welch
771 Products'Concrete t: Tanks - Driveway Culvets -
Stock Water Tanks
"Anything in Pre-Cast Concrete"
Bibles & Church Supplies
Inspiional BooksReference S. rat 
s. I c.... •f s.... Vie Spacial Order Promptly 741 inn
'





"Ws Finger Lidds' Good"
Iry Ow Delicions MO ad New Sandwiches












Taus & Repair Service--Consploto -Up
2095. 7th 753-1751




Tip lioalty Used Can




6 6 South 2nd753-2752 or 753-3571
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC




-Bowling At Its Best





Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1/2 Block E. of S. 12th
1105 Pogue Phone 753-1489
Murray Auto Parts
Rebuilt Engines-Agitators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT




MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE





C"Famofs.00,-Whirlpool Soles 8. Service Quasar
Fish
#5,
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center 
753-3037
















Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"
103 Maple -753-1933
•Freed Cotham Inc.Co.,i
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal

















-Go To Church Sunday-
Tiny Tot
Day Care
414. i 1 Infants To 5 YearsKentucky Licensed
-ill.. - 
t 
- 6 30a.m. -5 30p.m.
407N 12th 753-1994
Central
Shopping ROSES 753 7175
Center





Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning ltro,••O C044111141441411 Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
Big John's
• 'Home of °utility, Economy alb
Selections ' 
Open? Days
7 a.m. to 12 Midnight
641 Super Shell
FrervPickup & Delivery
Open II:30 sm. • Clow II:00 p.a.SwleOwnI
oy COO owl. • a...10:00 ii...
%eh 12th. Plow 753.9131
if,  c•••//,••• 104 •
Let us Entertain You
Murray




We use plastic &
wood treatment for
753-3914
100 So 13th St. mold fungus
1
Murray Memorial Gardens
lorry D. Lads, Done/ A. Mew and Larry Suffer, mews
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service




403 Maple Phone 753-1713
•
Thornton Body
24 Hour Wrecker Service q 1 
y- a
Shop




• \ 1 y JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
1h. 41
Nitre 753-2486, 2112 Coldwater Rd. 753-7404
Murray Servos, Callewey, Gre•es.




FTD Flowers for AU Occasions
Nottge Plants LandscapMg
SOO N. 4th 753-3251 - 753-1944






Iliii Air Shope* Cossess





,66 PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS
No. 40, street Phone 753-1921
Jesus Saves
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans
Nohow Wit, 1. W. OirtImd, Sew.
West Ky. Rural Telephone 
..
. Glen g , sews, Gen. Manager







Ky. Lake State Pork Pis. 474-2245
Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Saks and Service
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TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY J





7 40 Seperhiseds 5:55- Agriceihwo
.sts,
7:110-C.B. Boars In SO - Sommer Sesener
6:30 - Childree's Gospel
-
7:55 Rod 6'5 -74"4 Dig"'
700- leis Gassy





Arebiranalwas 700-0.11 Brum-Al Ste lath







710 - c't I•4"
9:00 - Rent Poets
i litwits
0:30_5kosignis










10:55 - Scheekeeso Reek
11:30- Ardies/Sebries
11:00- TIMMS 1030-


























4:011 - Nee New
7:311 - Swear Time
0:00-
4:00- Lawrence Welt 11:00- 11110419f
11:30- Red
11:00- News 4:01- BOOM a Sesta
Wegoese
7:10-SS, FM Maria





















12:30 - Neshallo se Reed-







4:00 - hash Aft*





7:00 - Beek WOUND
1:00- Movie
10:00-News
10:30 -Setwary tight Live
12:00- Mesh,











1:011 - Geed News
1:30 -Ind This Meg
1:45-New5
I
TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
WNGE-2
6:00- For Bled We.
WSIL-3









6: 30 - Bide baptist 7:311-Day of Discovery 7:00 - Neel. the Noses,
7:31- mll's c°6°
6:30- C.owl nem 7:00- litseem
Mls
6:30 - Mews






7:00 - Oid Tian Gospel
1:00- Neshallo Male co_ j••••7 %ewe
0:30-Day of Discovery 5: 30 _ jams ',bison
7:39- ResPs1 Seidl
11: X -Perlemb Doveties
9:15- limallise Brothers
7:30 -Nereld of Trek
11:410-Miset Ilestors
900- Dismission* 1. 1.56 9:30 Gospel Neer 1:311-1r6 II3:30- Three Shaves
9:30- Itos Nomberil
1000- Grape Apo
, 10:30- Asissals, /wines
9,00_0nd Romis
6'30- Refeld if Try"' 9:30- Two Rivers hoptie
-Children
10:•17- added Lives 141111-1st Sept. Garth
lc"- Cele* Nesse," Nereid Troth 1114111-C.meera Tbress10:30- Woesiment Baptist
11:30 - Mows CM weed







1 2:55 Scheelhom Rod
10:30- Yaw Church
11:00- Moe the Press 11,00_ Now
12:00- Thal *Kind 11:30- Timis
12:30-Film 6:00-60 Misotos









7:00- Allekiep of de Deep-





1 4:00-last of the Wild 10:00 _ 'him
3:30-
Ifieeies 1041- News-Drop
1 4:30- Comosombors3:30-Movie 4,30_ Thromi,r simr,
i 5:341-News
10:30-Perry Mason ,.. 13:00- lb" i'''d 6 10:15 - Mows
111:311-Gensmehe5:30- YAW Sawa.
6:00- Nerdy Boys





7:00 -Six Milks $ Man
f 
6:00- wswW if Dimet
1 3:00- boom Awards
10"06- lb"



































WPSD-6 KFVS- 1 2








5:53 - filerang Devotion 5:30 - CAM 7111tee
6:00- Ralph Emery 6:00-News












7:25 Today 7:30 5




7:31- Today Show 1:00 Rilerree
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110. m. National Governor's
Conference NPR &WKMS will
provide exclusive access to
the deliberations of the
nation's Governors as they
meet in Detroit, Mich for the
'77 annual conference
Coverage will include live
broadcasts from two pivotal
plenary sessions & discussion
of the energy crisis and the
winter of 1978.
7 p. m. Options —The Jack
Benny Show" Milt Josefsberg
has written for more No. 1
comedy shows than any other
writer, including "The Bob
Hope Show," "The Lucy
Show," and "All In The
Family." The focus of this
Interview is the 13 years
Josefsberg wrote scripts for
Jack Benny.
10 p. m. NightfUght 91 Heard
Monday-Friday this four-hour
program of album rock also
features "Cosmic Con-
nections" at 12:30. This weeks
guest will be Eric Anderson.
Saturday, Sept. 10
1 p. m. WEEMS Saturday
Opera Todays Opera features
Albert Herring" by Ben-
jamin Britten. A comic opera
In three acts performed by
The English Chamber Or-
chestra.
Sunday, Sept. 11
p. m. Voices In The Wind
This weeks Voices will deal
entirely with the subject of
pornography and may contain
material that may be of-
fensive to some audiences.
10 p. m. Jazz Horizons Four.
hours of total Jazz including
-Jazz Revisited" and "Jazz
Unlimited."
Monday, Sept. 12
7p. m. Options In Education
The Great Debate, III" The
National Education
Association's Terry Herndon
takes on the American
Federation of Teachers'
Albert Shanker in the third
annual debate about union
:ssues and the "State of the
Unions."
10 p. m. Nightflight 91
,Album Oriented Rock, heard
Monday through Friday until 2
a. m.
Tuesday, Sept. 13
7 p. m. National Town
Meeting "The Future of
Public Broadcasting" Among




Chloe Aaron, V. P. of
Programming for PBS, Alan
Kriegsman, arts. critic &
columnist for the Washington
Post and Nicholas Johnson,




7 p. m. Options "Obscenity
& the Law." A number of well-
known people involved with
the legal aspects of obscenity
and pornography give their
views on the pros and cons of
first arnmendment protection
for those who publish things
which others consider ob-
scene. Panelists include Al
Goldstein, Publisher of
"Screw" magazine and the




p. m. Pauline Frederick &
Colleagues "The Impact of
The World Energy Shortage
On The United States" Guests
are Governor Michael
Dukakis of Massachusettes,
Governor James Thompson of
Illinois, Governor Dixy Lee
Ray of Washington and






by J. D. Lancaster
"You're So Wonderful, I
wish I could take You all over
the World! exclaimed Peter
Frampton in response to
audience's reception at the
Omni in Atlanta, Ga.
Frampton opened his
fantastic concert with "By
Yaur Side" performing on
acoustic guitar. After this, he
performed his famous hit,
"Baby, I Love Your Way" and
the famed "Show Me The
Way." In many ways, it was
better than the album.
"Putting My Heart On the
Line" was one of the few he
sang from his latest Lp "I'm
In You." On this particular
song, the drums nerformed by
•••••• • • 4mi mlml•
•••
MD
Jot Viten' were superb in
many respects.
There was about a ten to
fifteen minute performance of
"Do You Feel Like We Do" in
which Frampton did just
about a little bit of everything
from singing and drums to the
famed voice box. All during
the song he would throw drum
sticks and tambourines to the
audience. The result was a lot
of frenzied fans.
After this.Erampton left the
stage and for about five
minutes or more the audience
demanded an encore.
Frampton came back amid
tumultous cheers and per-
formed the Junior Walker hit,
I'm A Road Runner" and higs
latest hit, "Signed, Sealed, -
Delivered, (I'm Yours)." The
concert was concluded with
the famed "I'm In You" with
just vocals by Frampton
accompanied by the piano.
The warm up group, 38
SpectS1 was also surprisingly
great with two sets of drums.
One observer said the group
reminded him of Lynyard
Skynyrd or ZZ Top. Overall,
the group was superb and
shows promise of a very
successful career.
It can be almost safe to
assume the fans of Frampton
and 38 Special literally
brought the house down.
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I. Speech and Theatre
2. Bill Pinkston, MSC Economist
Tuesday 1. MSV Political Scientist







I. History in Perspective
2. Book Review: Ron Cella reviews The Martle Marl
1. MSU Nursing Dept.
2. Murray High School Sports
1. Library Corner with Margaret -I-ssus-triau
The Rev. Kenneth Hoover, University Church of Christ
3. Calloway County High Scifhol Sports
Some CB Operators Can Only
Learn The Rules The Hard Way
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Some CB radio operators, bent
on breaking rules, learn only
the hard way, it seems. Simple
education goes right over their




just issued a study of what
methods are most effective,
and the least expensive, in
promoting compliance with
CB rules.
Simple education — --
explaining to CBers what the
rules are and why they exist —
produced "no significant
compliance effects" during
the six-month study conducted
in 15 cities.
"The most cost-effective
technique ... was criminal
sanction," or prosecuting the
violatorsin court, .the study
showed. This was Tollowed by
conventional sanctions, or
FCC administrative penalties
such as fines and license
Kevocations, and a
cbmhination of education and




Light nipg. kills more
people than tornadoes,
hurricanes or floods
• and you're a perfect
lightning rod out there.
Get off the course. Live
to play another day.
it\
A public service message from
The National Weather Service,
National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration,
U.S. Department of Commerce.
administrative sanctions.
The education technique
employed in the study
involved presenting slide
shows and discussing the
benefits of rule compliance
with CB clubs, and local news
media publicity.
Richard M. Smith, deputy





may not be the most effective -
such program."
"Another possible reason
for the failure of the education
techniques ... could be that the
persons attending the ...
presentations were already
complying with the rules, and
that these programs did not
reach those CB operators who
are frequent and-or serious
violators," he said.
Many of the clubs involved
in the 'education program
were members of REACT and
ALERT, national emergency
monitoring organizations, and
other local CB clubs which
ordinarily comply with FCC
regulations.
But Smith added: "This line
of reasoning is questionable
because of the success of those
conducting the education
programs in saturating the
local news media through
questionanci-answer sessions,
appearances on talk shows
and press releases.
"Apparently, those persons
who chose to violate rather
than obey did so not out of
ignorance," he continued. "It
may be that only a few hard-
core violators in each city
create the bulk of the
violations but, unfortunately,
it would appear that these
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All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town.
Rare Earth
Elvis Topes 8 Albums
Barry White
Sing For Someone You Love
Rush
A Farewell To Rings
The Largest Stplection of Tapes and Albums in ttus area
TV Service Center






















































Lance Actions Prompt Investigation
Of Other Bankers Throughout Country





survey of national banks in an
effort to find out if other
bankers are involved in
questionable practices
allegedly used by budget
director Bert Lance.
Comptroller of the Currency
John G. Heimann, head of the
federal corps of banking
examiners, told the Senate
Governmental Affairs
Committee on Tursday that he
had ordered . the national
investigation as a result of the
allegations involving Lance.
The Senate panel scheduled
more testimony on the Lance
case today, but members
reportedly were split over
whether to continue calling
witnesses next week or wait
for Lance to testify.
Lance is scheduled to
appear before the panel next
Thursday.
As the hearings continued in
Washington, Agriculture
Secretary Bob Bergland
became the first member of
the Carter administration to
publicly suggest that the
controversy has damaged the
operation of the Office of
Management and Budget.
In an interview with the
Minneapolis Tribune,
Bergland was quoted as
saying "the questions raised
have created such a furor that
I think his effectiveness has
been impaired to a point




President Carter because of
his campaign promises about
ethics in government. And he
said administration planning
for next year also has
suffered.
Meanwhile, pollster Louis
Hams reported that Carter's
job rating from the American
people dropped to 44 per cent
positive in August, a decline of
7 percentage points from July
and 17 points from his April
standing.
Harris said the poll of 1,491
adults, conducted between
Aug. 13 and Aug. 20, showed
Carter receiving a 40-to-33 per
cent negative rating for his
handling of the Lance affair
with 27 per cent undecided.
Caller said the drop in his
popul&ity was due to a
variety of domestic and
international matters and that
Lance, a longtime friend,
should have his hearing before
Congress. "There has never
been any doubt in my mind
that the outcome of these
investigations will be not only




PHYSICAL EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP—Dr. Chad Stewart (right), chairman of the
Department of Recreation and Physical Education at Murray State University, and Dr.
Pete Panzera, chairman of the Department of Chemistry, talk with Susan Zimmerman
of Litchfield, III., recipient of the Pete Panzera Physical Education Scholarship. The $200
scholarship is granted to a freshman majoring in physical education.
(M51..1 photo by Barry 'oh nson)
Zero Mostel Dies At Age 62
NEW YORK (AP) — Zero
Mostel once observed:
The theater is like a
cathedral — I mean a shul
(synagogue). At the end of it,
there's a cup of tea."
Solemnity and mirth were
never far apart for Mostel,
who died of heart failure
Thursday in Philadelphia at
Thomas Jefferson University
Hospital. He was 62. The
mammoth actor always
seemed to be exploiting his
talent as if running a
rummage sale at Tiffany's.
NATIONAL
"I don't give a damn about
images," he replied when
asked how a man of
formidable stage feats who
also was a painter who could
get $11,000 for a picture, could
take time out to pose nude in a
bathtub with an unclackiymph
for Playboy magazine. "How
can you be an artist if you
worry about images?"
Mostel was more than a
natural crowd-pleaser and
jovian merrymaker. Behind
the facade was a sentimental,
deeply dedicated and canny
THE nEws
in BRIEF 
NEW YORK (AP) — Mayor
Abraham D. Beame, whose
term in City Hall was marked
by the city's gravest financial
crisis since the Depression,
and former Rep. Bella S.
Abzug were sent to stinging
defeats in a mayoralty
primary of dark horses that
ended in a near dead heat
today. The victors in the
seven-candidate Democratic
field were Rep. Edward I.
Koch, 52, from the Silk
Stocking district of
Manhattan's East Side, and
Secretary of State Mario
Cuomo, 45. They'll face each




sponsor of an amendment to
cut U.S. aid to South Korea
says he may try again to get
the measure passed in the
House unless rice dealer
Tongsun Park is returned to
the United States. The
amendment sponsored by
Rep. Bruce Caputo, R-N.Y.,
was defeated 205-181 on
Thursday.
WASHINGTON (AP) — As a
result of the controversy over
Budget Director Bert Lance's
private financial dealings,
federal examiners want to see
if other bankers are involved
in questionable banking
practices. John G. Heimann,
comptcpller of the currency,
told the Senate Governmental
Affairs Committee on
Thursday that he had ordered
the national investigation into
banking procedures as a
result of the allegations
Involving Lance.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
campaign by conservatives
against the new Panama
Canal treaties is beginning to
crystalize as foes of the pact
•
push to get public opinion
against Senate ratification.
Sources said the anti-treaty
drive will be three-pronged,
emphasizing the human rights
record of Panama's
strongman, Brig. Gen. Omar
Torrijos, the security of the
canal and the financial
savorer of life.
"I feel very sad about the
whole thing because I was a
very good friend. He was one
of the big talents, he could
make you laugh, he could
make you cry," said comic
Milton Berle who was reached
in LOS Angeles.
Mostel will be remembered
for a galaxy of performances
that transcended one critic's
judgment that his art was the
poetry of coarseness."
Another said he was "a
pantomime genius who can
say more with a cocked
eyebrow than many actors
with four pages of script."
His gamut extended from
James Joyce's Leopold Bloom
in "Ulysses in Nighttown" to
Pseudolus, the Roman zany of
"A Funny Thing Happened on
the Way to the Forum:" from
the avant-garde of lonesco's
"Rhinoceros- to the
sentimental tribulations of
' 'Fiddler on the Roof."
The latter two portrayals
won him Broadway Tony
a wards.
In what was to be his final
tritimph, Mostel returned in
arrangements between the-- -Tune 1976 in a production of
United States and Panama. -Fiddler" that grossed $5.2
million on a 10-city tour and
wound up last May with 167
performances on Broadway.
When stricken, Mostel was
about to start the tryout in
Philadelphia of "The
Merchant," a new play by
Britisher Arnold Wesker
based approximately on the
subject matter of
Shakespeare's "Merchant of
Venice." It was scheduled to
arrive on Broadway on Nov.
15.
The opening of the show was
postponed after Mostel
entered the hospital Saturday,
suffering from a viral
infection described as a mild
respiratory disorder.
The son of an orthodox rabbi
— who never saw him perform
— Zero was born Feb. 28, 1915
in Brooklyn. He grew up on
Manhattan's Lower East Side
where schoolmates soon
renamed Samuel Joel with the
sobriquet that stuck forever —
Zero. He got it because he was
always cutting up in class and
never seemed to study.
Mostel married Katheryn
Harkin, a Music Hall
Rockette, in 1944. They have
two sons, Joshua, an actor,
and Tobias, who became a
stage manager.
Mostel was branded a
Communist sympathizer in
the 1950s, when he was
earning $5,000 a week as a
night club comic and had
played in "Panic In the
Streets" and a film — "The
Enforcer."
"I don't believe in any
parties — Republican,
Democratic, Socialist or, There's many more chapters
Communist," he said. to be written," _
WASHINGTON (AP) — If
the government begins buying
solar plants, electric energy
generated from the sun could
be made cheap enough for
widespread use within five
years, a report says. A report
to the Federal Energy
Administration says that in
order to make solar energy
cheap enough for widespread
use there must be a mass




NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) —
Radio Uganda made no
mention today of President Idi
Amin's condition despite a
report Thursday from one of
his chief aides that the
Ugandan dictator was in a
coma after undergoing
surgery. The main item on the
government's first news
broadcast of the morning
reminded the public that "15
Ugandans will be executed in
public today by firing squad at
the clock tower in Kampala,"
the Ugandan capital.
HASBAYA, Lebanon (AP)
— Lebanese Moslems in this
former Palestinian stronghold
near the Israeli border say
Israel is threatening them
with destruction unless they
cooperate with it. Officials
and other residents of
predominantly Moslem towns
and villages in the shadow of
Mt. Hermon report that
Israeli officials acrogs the
border have issued several
warnings recently.
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
years in prison softened
Gordon Liddy's voice, shrunk
his physique, made him less
cocky and overbearing. But
they didn't change his view of
Watergate: if his president
asked, he'd dolt again.
-When the prince
approaches his lieutenant, the
proper response of the
lieutenant to the prince is 'fiat
voluntas tua," Liddy said
Thursday. The Latin phrase
means: "Thy will be done."
Liddy, the Watergate
planner, a lieutenant?
"Yes. I would not rank
myself as a captain."
It was Liddy's first day
home and he devoted hours to
interviews. He wanted to talk
about the two federal
institutions where he spent
most of his 52 months
imprisonment, not Watergate.
But G. Gordon Liddy knows
more about Watergate and
has said less about it than
anyone else, so the questions
came:
Q. Can you tell us why you
went into the Watergate?
A. I can, but I won't.
Q. Can you tell us what you
were looking for?
A. I could, but I will not.
Q. Why won't you?
A. I choose not to.
For choosing not to, Liddy
got the stiffest prison sentence
of any Watergate figure, 6-20
years, plus an extra 18 months
for refusing to testify before a
grand jury. Only President
Carter's intervention and the
parole board's approval got
him out of prison now.
"I don't want to appear to be
quixotic in these refusals to
discuss Watergate and so I
will say this," he said, almost
apologetically. "There were a
substantial number of
different reasons why five
years ago I opted for silence.
One of them is that if I don't
want you to know something, I
simply will not speak about it
to you. If I say something to
you, I will tell you the truth."
Liddy's plan had been to
speak to a few invited
reporters. Instead, the rented
hotel suite was jammed with
reporters, cameras and
microphones. One network,
ABC, had him to itself first.
Liddy told ABC's Barbara
Walters that he took the blame
for Watergate by design
because "I was the captain of
the aircraft carrier when it
struck the reef."
But Liddy said he didn't
take the blame in vain. "No, I
think I delayed ithings
substantially," he said.
What good did it do to delay
them, he was asked.
"The prince was prince for a
longer period of time."
What happened to Richard
Nixon was a tragedy, Liddy
said. But, he added, what
happened to Gordon Liddy
was not.
"I undertook willingly a
risk," he said. "I knew what I
was.'lloing and I accept the
consequences, good; bad or
indifferent. There could have
been some very favorable
consequences for me7"I would
have accepted those without
gainsaying them ... it's five
years, it's just a chapter




financial practices were not
typical of bankers and that it
was not correct that a report
issued by the comptroller's
office had cleared the former
Georgia banker of
improprieties.
He said new legislation or
pegulations might be needed
to deal with questionable, but
legal, financial maneuvers
found in the Lance case.
In explaining the nationwide
survey by his examiners,
Heimann said he hoped to
determine the scope of
practices such as allowing
bank officers or their family
members to write insufficient
fund checks.
He also said his agents
would be investigating how
many banks loan money to
officers of other banks with
which they have
"correspondent" accounts. In
a correspondent account, one
bank deposits money in
another bank at no interest in
exchange for some service.
NEW MAJOR—Newly-promoted Maj. Benigno F. Gonzales of the Reserve Officers
Training Corps (ROTC) staff at Murray State University, has his gold leaves pinned on
by his wife, Diane, and LTC Randell G. Routt, professor of military science at the univer-
sity, shortly after receiving notification of his advancement last week. He has been on
active duty since 1967.
Gonzales Promoted To Major
Capt. Benigno F. Gonzales,
an assistant professor of
military science at Murray
State University, has been
promoted to the rank of major
in the U. S. Army.
A native of Whiteville, N. C,
Major Gonzales was com-
missioned in Armor and en-
tered active duty at Fort
Knox, Ky., March 3, 1967. He
has served in overseas
assignments in Germany,
Korea and Vietnam.
Before coming to Murray
State, he was assistant chief of
stalff G-4 as an action officer
on the First Armor Division
staff at Ansbach, Germany.
His decorations include two
Bronze Stars with V Devices,
two Air Medals, two Army
Commendation Medals and a
Cross of Galantry with Star.
Mrs. Gonzales is the former
Diane Martin of Columbia, S.
C., and they have two
children: Jennifer, 9, M the
fourth grade at Robertson
Elementary School, and
Benji, 5, a kindergarten
student at Robertson. They
live at 811 Doran Road.
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Council Has Lengthy Debate Over 15th Street..
Continued from Page Onel
consideration for the extension of 13th
or 14th Streets from Payne Street to
Chestnut Street."
Following Dr. Lowry's motion for the
adoption of the agreement, a spirited
exchange took place among the council
members and the mayor. That debate,
in wt, went as follows:
S) TT: I think it's being a little
presumptious to take my letter and
present it out here without me even
having a chanee to look at it or think
about it. . . I see it concerns me and you
expect me to sign it.
LOWRY: The agreement is exactly
the same points that were passed by
this council on June 27. If it were any
different, I wouldn't think of doing so.
But there seems to be a little question
now as to how the city stands on this
thing. I don't see why it should be unless
the council takes some different stand
from that it took in June. But, we
agreed that we would go into this thing
and if you want the city to dr.aw up one,
fine. I think you've just got to include
the same points that are already
mentioned. . . and I do think that the
city needs to reaffirm its stand.
SCOTT: All right... why?
LOWRY: I've heard it commented
from. . .various sources that there isn't
any agreement. So I think it's time that
there be a written agreement as we
voted to do.
SCOTT: My understanding was. . .
that the board did not act on it at the
last meeting and they've just had one
meeting since then (the June 27
meeting of the council).
(Dr. Curris said this morning that as
far as the university is concerned, the
agreement has been adopted. Curtis
explained that full, action of the board is
not necessary to 'enter into such an
agreement and that he, as president,
and Dr. Howard, as board chairman,
may enter into the agreement on the
board's behalf.
(Dr. Curtis added that after the
agreement is consummated by the city,
the full board would then take
affirmative action to amend the
university's master plan to incorporate
the items in the agreement into the
master plan).
COUNCILMAN ED CHRISMAN: Mr.
Mayor. I understand Dr. Lowry's
feelings on this agreement, but I think
Dr. Lowry's entirely out of order in
bringing this to this council without you
first having received it, having an
opportunity to analyze it and discuss
with Mr. Overbey privately what we
should do.. Dr. Lowry had no place to
--., put that in front of us here tonight.. .the
mayor hasn't even had a chance to look
at it.
Number two, I will repeat the
Glendale. . .
Continued from Page One)
County Board of Realtors'in support of
Glendale Road as proposed by the
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
Another issue, in addition to the
number of lanes that should be
constructed on the road, cropped up
during the curse of the hearing when
Dr. Hugh Houston reported on an
independent survey he had conducted
on the site.
Dr. Houston said that the independent
surveyor he had employed had
determined the right-of-way on the road
to be different from that staked out by
state highway department engineers.
-What we plead for locally is for time
to study it out," Dr. Houston said. "I
don't know what I can do but I do want
time to get these engineers together
and see if they can come up with a
single road, with a single line."
Stewart, the highway department's
district planning engineer, told the
group that the reason DOT is
committed to ' a four-lane road is
because of projections that 12,500
vehicles per day would travel the route
by 1986. He compared that traffic flow
to S. 12th Street which currently
handles 13,500 to 15,000 vehicles per
day.
But several persons present at the
meeting again expressed their opinion
that a two-lane road would be adequate
for the connector route.
In making the motion that the two-
week delay on council action be
granted, Dr. C. C. Lowry said:
"I don't see that a couple of weeks
would make that much difference."
The next council meeting will be held
at 5 R. m. on September 22. The earlier
meetliig hour is because of a public
hearing scheduled that night a Mayfield
by the Kentiicky Municipal vStatutes
Revision Commission. Mayor John E.
Scott and other members or the council
are expected to attend that meeting.
In other action at lark night's
meeting, the council:
— employed Teddy Lee Cohoon as a
patrolman with the Murray Police
Department;
— authorized a personnel change in
the Murray Fire Department that will
put Bobby Hale in charge of code
enforcement
— accepted the* resignation Tom
Rushing from the council. Rushing has
been appointed to fill out the unexpired
term of Murray Independent School
board member Kenneth Humphreys;
— ordered the city attorney to draw
an amendinOlt to an ordinance that will
allow establlshments 'baying billiard
tables to remain open until 1 a. m. on
- -Saturday andSunday meriting, -
statement that I made before. I per-
sonally do not care about whether 15th
Street's closed or not. It doesn't bother
me for 15th Street to be closed because I
try not to use it. But as a councilman I
have to be concerned and this is not a
compromise, .this is a dead give-away
because the university hasn't given us
anything and the city is giving
something. It's not a compromise, Dr.
Lowry, at all, but it's entirely out of
order, Mr. Mayor, for Dr. Lowry to put
this in front of us and say let's vote on it
tonight until you get it and look at it
first.
LOWRY: This, as I've said before, is
exactly the same (agreement) that
we've had before. When I was told that
the mayor was not available to-give it to
him today, I took it 1to) Mr. Overbey
and asked him -Would you please read
this over?". He did. His comment was
"It's exactly the same thing you've ( the
council) has passed before...
I really do think that it's up to this
council to reaffirm its position in one
way or another.
CHRISMAN: Let's do it orderly then.
Let it come from the mayor like it's
supposed to.
LOWRY: All right, sir.
CHRISMAN: Number two. Also, let's
let it (be) known that even though this
council voted for it, it says the city
council was for this agreement, but
there was some strong opposition on
this council to it and I don't like the
media saying the council passed, it
without also qualifying some • strong
disagreement with this agreement (The
agreement passed the council on a 7-4
vote with one member absent.).
Because asrI say, it's a give-away, it's
not a compromise.
LOWRY: You can certainly vote it
down if you don't agree with it. I'm not
going in to some other points but there
are some other points that have tran-
spired that I personally don't agree
with either.. But I see nothing wtong
with entering in to an agreement. If you
want (us) to draw up our own
agreement and pass it vote this one
down. But this one is exactly what we
passed on July 27. It's just entering into
a written agreement as we voted to do.
CHRISMAN: ...I can't disagree with
that, Dr. Lowry, but I disagree with the
method in which you have presented it.
I think it's entirely out of order.
LOWRY:Well,...there's nothing
wrong with the letter as writ-
ten. ..there's nothing wrong with the
agreement, the wayq see it.
SCOTT: The point I'm making is the
way they (the university) did it. They
handed it to me as I was coming in the
door. I opened the envelope and haven't
(had a chance) to read what was in it.
LOWRY: He ( university attorney
James Overbey) had tried to give you
yours before you came to the meeting,
he said. But he said "I will get it to him
today even if I have to give it to him at
City Hall .tonight."
SCOTT': He did that.
KOENEN: Mr. Mayor. I'd like to
point out to the council members a
strange set of dates. According to my
figuring here on the 27th of June the
council came up with this agreement to
enter into a contract and here it is
September the 8th and this is the first
indication we've had that the univer-
sity's even interested...
LOWRY : ...I've brought along a copy
of a letter that Dr. Curris ( MSU
president Constantine Curris) wrote to
Mayor Scott on July 5th. This was read
at a council meeting previously.. At
certainly indicated...that they (the
university board of regents) were
ready to enter into an agreement.
SCOTT: That letter also says the
board was will* to enter into that and
they haven't voted to do any such thing.
I inquired and...from my un-
derstanding from the minutes of that
(board of regents) meeting, it never
was acted on or even proposed.
LOWRY: That letter, really, is not
pertinent to this subject tonight...
SCOTT: It is, too, because if the
board of regents is entering into this
agreement, then I think it is pertinent.
LOWRY: I'm talking about the letter
from Dr. Curtis. I have not talked with
Dr. Howard myself at all, but I've read
you a letter from Dr. Howard and it
certainly sounds to me as though he is
speaking for the board of regents just
as plain as Can be. So I see no reason to
even doubt that the board of regents is
agreeable and willing to enter into such
a contract. And this agreement is
signed by the chairman of the board of
regents.
SCOTT: I think that, from what I can
remember from this agreement, I think
that you're taking a lot on yourselves
here on deciding on whose street that is.
I think you're just giving them 15th
Street, without any questions about it.
And that's exactly what they want and
that's the reason they came to see you,
doctor. They don't want us to pursue
that action on 15th Street.
• They're embarassed about the
building (the addition to the Waterfield
Student Union Building that will con-
vert it into a university library com-
plex. The building is being constructed
on the right-of-way of 15th Street) and
they're embarassed about this because
I think we can prove it, and I think the
whole state would like us to prove that
they can not go in and do what they did
on that street.
LOWRY: When we don't have the
deed to 15th Street ourselves I think
we've taken quite a bit of action on
- ourseTies...
SCOTT: We don't have'the deeds to
lots of streets, doctor.
LOWRY: Who do you think it (15th
Street) belongs to?
SCOTT: I think it belongs to the City
of Murray.
LOWRY-. I'd have to disagree. with
that.
SCOTT: That's the point I'm trying to
make. I don't think you should decide
by entering into an agreement with the
university tonight.,.I've talked to
different ones. I've been to the attorney
general.. everyone of them thinks we
can beat it. An what you're trying to do
is, you're trying to keep me from
beating it.. and I think it should be
decided. What if they decide to do 16th
Street that way? And they very easily
could... the Kentucky Municipal
League. is polling now to see if they
can enter into this suit with us.
LOWRY: ! don't think the city should
enter into lawsuits that are very
questionable to begin with, and the
possibility of costing us money, and
play with these sort of things at the
city's expense. The overpass over there
is long overdue. It's badly needed. 15th
Street, from Olive to Cheitnut, all
through there, will make a much
prettier campus and there's not a whole
lot of people, outside of college per-
sonnel and students themselves that
need to be going through there.
I certainly think we should make our
Decision Expected
On Grain Rate Hike
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
decision is expected today or Monday
by the Interstate Commerce
Commission on a proposal rail freight
rate increase that would add 20 per cent
to the 'cost tof shipping Western
Kentucky corn and soybeans.
The request by the Southern Freight
Association is being reviewed by the
ICC suspension board and by the
commission's Office of Proceedings, a
state agriculture official said
Thursday.
The association, representing such
railroads as Illinois Central Gulf and
the Louisville and Nashville Railroad
asked that the increase become
effective Sept. 15 for three months.
It would apply to the shipment of all
grain, grain products and soybeans.
stand clear on this thing one way or the
othSeCrOTT. : All I'm asking is that we
answer the restraining order.
LOWRY: Individuals can take any
action they want and sue anybody they
want. But I sure don't want to see us get
the city and cost us a lot of money when
I think that in all likelihood we would
lose the thing in the first place.
SCOTT: You're supposed to be
protecting the people of the city of
Murray, not Murray State University
more than the people of Murray. You're
supposed to be looking out for thek
interest.
Y: That's exactly what we're
doing.
SCOTT: That's what I've been trying
to do. But I'm not getting much help
from the council members.
LOWRY: I think that's exactly what
we're doing, Mayor Scott. _
SCOTT: I think the students are being
mistreated and I think the, citizens of
Murray are being mistreated. And
that's what I'm trying to prove.
LOWRY: . . . I do think we need to
verify our stand one way or the%ther.
This will do just that...
SCOTT: You know what you're doing,
do 
: I would think so.
inol wyoRuy?
SCOTT: I just want everyone else to
know.
COUNCILMAN HOWARD
KOENEN: Mr. Mayor, part of this is a
question to Mr. Overbey (Wells .
Overbey, city attorney) and part of it is t
a statement of my own opinion. I cannot
sit here and vote on something which
our attorney, whom we pay to look into
our legal matters, has an opinion on
this.
1Koenen questioned the city attorney
on the statutory regulations that apply
to a city in closing a street. Overbey
explained that the statutes specifically
provide the legal procedure a city must
go through to close a street but added
that what is being done on 15th Street is
not being done by the city. Overbey said
that the same rules that apply to a city
in closing a street do not apply to the
Department of Transportation which
has declared the street ea surplus and
deeded it to the university.)
SCOTT: I acted under the assumption
that it was a city street and I think that
we shouldn't be the one making the
settlement on this thing. I think the
court should decide on who actually has
this street and I don't think it's up to the
council, or a few people oq the council
to tell the rest of the state that the
Department of Transportation can
close up a street anywhere it wants to
close one, and that's exactly what
they're doing.
KOENEN: Dr. Lowery's opened up
the gate again on discussion on these
matters. . . Why, I ask, if the state and
the university is so sure that they have
the right to close this street, why don't
they just go ahead and close it? Why do
they ask us to sign an agreement?
SCOTT: That's what I can't
understand.
LOWRY. . . we were the ones that
came up and voted that.
SCOTT: But you brought it up though.
LOWRY: Well, the council voted it.
SCOTT: I know, but you brought it up
at their suggestion.
LOWRY: I beg your pardon, mayor.
SCOTT: Well you said Dr. Henley and
CCHS Policy.
(Continued from Page One)
provide the opportunity for makeup.
Students will be held liable or
responsible for all work missed and not
made up in a reasonable period of time
(not to exceed three days). Any case
with extraordinary circumstances
Would be considered on individual basis
by teacher and principal."
The board Set up its definition for
unexcused absences as follows:
"SchooLdoes not approve the cause or
reason for absence. The student will not
be given an opportunity to make up
work missed while absent."
The administration and the board of
education will review and evaluate this
policy at the close of the first semester
of this school year.
The rule has-been made retroactive
to the first of this school year.
The board spent two and, one-half
hours in executive session discussing
future land acquisition for expansion of
the school system. After the unusually
long executive session, the board then
presented and adopted the absentee
policy.
Superintendant Jack Rose reported
the enrollment in grades one through 12
at the county system was 2,943 and that
number includes 83 students in the first-
year kindergarten program. The total
is 94 above the total last year however,
Marshall Gordon. . . and Dr. Curtis and
all of them.
LOWRY: It wasn't them that
suggested I bring the thing up. In fact, I
told here one night exactly what first
brought the thing up. One of the citizens
out there came to me and told me what
she thought would satisfy the majority,
and that was included in these points
that we passed.
COUNCILMAN W. R. FURCHES:
as I see it, I don't think there's anything
wrong with the agreement...
SCOTT: Mr. Furches, I don't think
anyone is arguing about the overpass..
. the objections I've had all the time. . .
is that there've been no arrangements
made for. . . traffic movement. . .
parking... or anything of that type.
Councilman Chrisman again
suggested that the motion was
"entirely out-of-order" and asked
Mayor Scott to rule it as such, which the
mayor did.
• •
the actual growth factor is 11, since this
year's figures include kindergarten
enrollment.
Rose also reported that band is being
taught every day at the three
elementary schools. Rose said in the
past, band had been taught only a
couple of times per week and he felt the
band program should be strenthened by
the new action.
Rose also reported figures on the
turnouts for the elementary football
programs. North Calloway has 50
youngsters out for football, East 42 and
Southwest 34.
The rest of the agenda was briskly
covered by the board since they knew in
advance the executive session would be
a marathon.
In other action the board:
— approved payment of CUI1113.
— approved final salary schedule for
certified employees.
— voted to retain membership in the
West Kentucky Education Cooperative.
= approved the purchase of five new
buses to serve the 42 bus routes in the
county system.
— hired Linda Cherry as a fulltime
instructor at East Calloway.
added 32 names to the list of
eligible substitute bus drivers and 17
names to the list of eligible substitute
teachers.
During Mark Twain's days as a newspaperman, he was editor of
a small Missouri paper. One day he received a letter from a subscriber,
stating that he had found a spider in his paper, and asked
if this was an omen of good or bad luck.
Twain replied: "Finding a spider in your paper is neither
good nor bad luck. The spider was merely looking over our paper
to see which merchant was not advertising so that he could
go to that store, spin his web across the door, and lead
a life of undisturbed peace ever afterward."
M
theurray Ledger 8c Times
4
will keep the spider away from your door
A 4 /

















debts •other than my
own, effective Sep-
tember 7, 1977. Charles
N. Axson.
2 Notice
WHAT WE do best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.
•Akh. IP 30 Mb
2 Notice
Have you always wanted a
real LOG Nook huh' or a
mom oft, hub' How about






bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. ,Free parking













































































vehicle 25 Inclines sagacious
9 Quiets 26 Declare 40 Succor
to Done 28 Skill 42 Greek letter
11 Existed 29 Native metal 43 Nerve
16 Period of 31 Higher network
time 32 Sea eagle 44 Timid
18 Showers 35 Most 45 Stalemate
20 Deface ancient 46 Soak
21 Scatter . 36 Fruit seed 47 The self
22 Wear away 37 Come on the 48 Encountered
23 Shallow scene 51 Compass
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Aid Sales. Free service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200
Poplar St., Benton, Ky.
Phone 527-8463.
PROVERBS 14:12 "There
is a way which seemeth
right unto a man; but
the end thereof are the
way; of death."'Are you
sure your right, or does
it just seem right? To
make sure you are right,
read God's instruction
manual, The Holy Bible,
and be sure. Don't wait




MURRAY ICE CO. is now


























Would you Ike to rid*
Otil Church Pus to Sun-




Bus Driver For Sep-
tember, Gerald
Cooper, 753-5677.
5 Lost And Found
LOST YOUNG male cat,
grey tiger striped in
vicinity of N. 7th Street.
Please call 753-5531.
6 Help Wanted
HELP WANTED to cut
tobacco. Call 753-4392
after 9 p. m.
EXPERIENCED NIGHT
waitress and day dish-




WH4( DON'T q01.) DO IT
FOR ME WHILE I SIT
AND WATCH TV?
9-9
THIS is THE MOST FOLJLEP-L1P
COMPANY IN THE WHOLE ARMY!
WHAT DO ga.) EXPECT
TO LEARN DOING THAT?
INK
1 Uroilmi Fataiure Sy66,cat• er
FOR TWO CENTS




,..RULEV BY A TYRANT...




( ‘411-PY D071-1EOLP )




SHE MAY NEED ME. WONT
TO MAKE SURE 514E GETS
OUT OF THAT PLACE... IN






























Send resume to P. 0.
Box 32S.
NEED BABYSITTER in
my home. Call 753-8624
after 5 p. m.
LADY TO STAY in home
of elderly couple. For
information call 492-8165
after 8 p. m.
PRODUCTION HELP
wanted. Evening shift.
One or two openings on
days. Men or women.
Some jobs are per-
manent, some tem-




of Mayfield is looking
for a quality person to






Queen we have this
opening now.
This is most
definitely not a dead
end position. We are
looking for someone
who wants to get




















to do hospitals, in-
dustrial and large
commercial work. Must
be capable of layouts
and coordination of
subcontractors. Prefer 5
to 10 years experience.
Send resume to Hartz-
Kirkpatrick Con-
struction Company, P.





















MSU STUDENT wishes to










Some 6 per cent interest
loans available. Call 502-
885-1795 afte'r 5.
14. Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY green
beans, will pick. Call
753-4188.
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioner. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE'. COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
-CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
DONNA KAY BOYD MC1CINNEY PETITIONER,
VERSUS JIMMIE DALE MCKINNEY- RESPON-
DENT.
NOTICE OF SALE
, By virtue of a judgment and order of sale oft the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the August 29 Term
thereof 1977, in the above cause, for the division of
property find its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Court House door in the City of Murray,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
the 26th day of September 1977, at 1:00 O'clock P.M., or
thereabout, upon a credit of six months, the following
described property, to-wit:
"A portion of Section 20, Township 2, Range 4 East
described as follows: Beginning at a point where the
south' side of Highway 121 intersects the Murray Coun-
try Chili access road (formerly W. C. Nanney proper-
ty); thence South with said Murray Country Club line
135 feet to the north bank of a ditch:lhence eastward
and northward with north bank of ditch 115 feet to a
stake; thence north 130 feet to the south side of High-
way 121; thence west with highway 163 feet to the point
of beginning.
ALSO
One Starcraft boat, year 1972, with motor attached,
and trailer. This sale will be for cash. t.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute
bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest
from the day of sale, until paid, and having theforce
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court
197N Dodge Pickup, extfa clean, 17,000 miles.
1972 Ford Van, extra nice.
1972 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door sedan, double
power and air. 1





OW • Pigment • Geese
listisaird iCierierven Awe Ovvi
Maim Creirerr
1406 West tile. • 753-5315
14 Want To Buy
TWO FULL grown
Guinea hens. Call 436-
5429 after 1 p. m.
WANT TO BUY - good
used mobile homes. Call
527-8322.
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-191a or after 5,
443-8515.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.





with defrost. $11.00 per
month W AC. For
information call 753-
0595.
1-12 CU. FT. G. E. white
refrigerator freezer.
811.00 per month WAC.




Lovely 3 bedroom and 2 bath home with double
garage. Nice lot with trees. Has wall to wall car-
pet, central heat and air, lovely kitchen with
built-in features, formal dining rooM, large kit-
chen-family room. A convenient floor plan and a
deslreable location. You will love the large red-
wood deck for informal entertaining. Call today
for an appointment. $45,000.00.
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street Phone 753-7724
Member of Mutt** Listings
Guy Spann, 753-2587 Louisa Behar, 753-2409
Jack Person, 753-$961 Pi-antics Dunn, 753-5725
T.C. Collie, 753-5122 Ray Reeves, 753-2437




Extra nice mobile home; 12' x 60' Atlantic; Ce_n-
tral heat and air conditioning; basic furniture;
one owner. $7,000.00.
Located near University at 206 Woodlawn and
listed at $35,000.00 is this roomy, brick veneer
home. Comfortable one family dwelling or would
be excellent rental property. Two full baths, for-
mal dining.
Plan now for next summer with this cottage at
the mouth of Blood River and Kentucky Lake.
Lot joins T.V.A. contour line. Excellent condition
including basic furniture. $19,500.00.
One of the choice properties on the market is the
house at 1504 Cardinal. Twelve rooms; three and
a half baths; workshop 201  12'; two-fireplaces;
central heat and air conditioning; twenty
closets; every extra imaginable. Make your ap-
pointment today!
Retired? Going to school? Want rental property?
The house at 1612 Ryan fills the bill for all! Two
bedrooms, living room, kitchen and utility;
storm doors and windows; gas floor furnace;
window air conditioning. All this for only
$13,900.00.
Only three miles from Murray; on Highway 121
South is this three bedroom brick on two acres of
land. Formal dining, carpet, drapes, garage,
outside storage, fruit .trees. Immediate oc-
cupancy is yours for only $27,000.00.
Looking for a farm? Look no further! We ave
128 acres near Brooks Chapel Church for bnly
$44,000.00. Two wells, several springs, fruit
trees, stock barn.
The real family how is located at 809 Olive and
has been reduced to $66,500.00. Nine rooms, three
baths, full basement, three fireplaces, beautiful
landscaping. Excellent, settled neighborhood.
A dream come true is this six room house with
full basement on Kentucky Lake. Central heat
and air; complete modern kitchen; carpet;
fireplace; boat dock; 154' of water front.
$69,750.00.
,
Thtrois nothing short about this charming house
at azel for only $24,250.00. Storm doors and win-
dow§.; natural gas heat; carpet; one and a half
baths; two acres of land. See it today! You'll love
it!
Interested in an extra income' See the house at
402 South 8th. Five room house with full
basement; Large shop in back; Extra large lot;
Plus garage apartment that is now rented. All of
this for only $25,000.00. "
An ideal place to build a new home or to set a
mobile home are these two lots at New Concord.
Well and septic tank already there. The whole
package is priced at $4,000.00!
Year hostess. is Always witeeciatIt4 is ROBERTS REALTY
PAT ARMSfRONG 136 1111
. RINA KNIGHT 1534910




SAM KNIGHT 153 4910
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• chopping block top. good,
condition, $40. Zenith
24- color T.V. needs new
picture tube, $35. Call
753-2234 after 5 p. m.
PLATFORM ROCKER, 2
end maple tables and
coffee table, desk, round
table, couch, set of snare
drums, with stand and
'case, bowling ball and
case. Call 753-3064.
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. Plywood
at $900. 2 x 4's at 65
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8
sheets over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 ( cots
per im h. Paint.
Styofoani insulation ---
'2" and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Tortiato
staves at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$40.00. used office chairs
starting at $10.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 cents per sq„,
ft. for green houses.
patios, carports, skir-
ting for average trailer
$60.00. Ross SZ Tuck
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O.
Box 88 Martin, Tn. 38237.
phone 901-587-2420. Open
on Sat. until 3:00.
15 Articles For Sale
SALE - all fuel chimney,
triple wall, 6" x 36".




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
16 Home Furnishings
KING SIZE mattress and
springs. $50. Five years
old. Call 753-5995 after 5
p. m.




KING SIZE water bed
and frame. $75. Call 753-
2864.
6AS STOVE 6500 BTU.
$1 25.00. Call 436-2265.
HEAVY DUTY metal
twin size bed frame and



















Skop mad Bay Year Craig
Car ii,.. Starmes
Where you aro assured service
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Only Avitherized Cnig Service
Omit. ist this tree
'We Service Whet We Sell"





Center Lay Away UseFor Christmas
sd .
• sn-vick.4171W
y. Lake and Five Acres
Now is the time to look at this 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home that wa built in 1971. It is almost new on





Pete Waldrop- 7S3-5646 N.Y. Waldrop, Broker
in Business Since 1956
.43k. lE" 3E IC Mb
19 Farm Equipment
TWO ROW FORD torn
picker mounted on
International tractor.
Elevator and 2 wagons.
$2,000. Call 437-4750.
1961 INTERNATIONAL 2





RUNABOUT. 16 ft. Red




skis. Priced in 3's. Call
753-8114 after 4 p. m.
BOYS 24" 10 speed








Also hardware sails and
accessories. Ky. Lake




and bucks. Also eating
Rabbit, $2.50, dressed
free. Call 753-8884.
I-G. E. HEAVY Duty
Washer, harvest gold.
$16.00 per month WAC.





$12.00 per month WAC.
For information call 753-
0595.
NEW 143' Color
Magnavox TV for just
$15 per month or a total
of $392.00. J and B Music
- Magnavox, 753-7575.
27 Mobile Home Sales






furnished. Call 354-8735. September 10, 8- .
32 Apartment; For Rent
APARTME \T near
downtown Murray. Call
at noon or •illcr 5' 753-
4109.
FURNISHED APART-









36 For Rent Or Lease
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call - Mike
Brannack 753-8850
between 8 and 5.
37 Livestock • Supplies
USED TRAILER 8 x 48
needs work. Call 489-
2640 after 5 p. m.
12 x 52 MOBILE home.
$5,000 or $1500 and take





organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across






Avoid Car* IS... Aumeirs
Kelly's Termite
&fest Control
Pos. owed mil monied weer U
?NV lt• ••• wand owl la
• ftisiel.






made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.








LTD FORD 1970, 4 door,
with air, good condition..._
One bench grinder, new,
15' deep freeze 4 month
old. Wood heating stove.
Call 437-4801.
1-6,000 BTU G. E. Air
Conditioner, Close Out




fireplace, 24 in. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Notice Of Sale
The undersigned will on Monday, the 19th day of September, 1977, at 1:30
o'clock p.m., offer for sale to the highest and best bidder the P. H. Thornton
house and tract of land containing "five (5) acres or nearly so" located ap-
proximately one and one-fourth (1v4) mile east of Murray, Kentucky, on Ken-
tucky Highway No. 94. ,The residence is of brick construction: and can be
viewed inside from 10:00 a.m. on date of sale to time of sale.
Sale will be for cash; and deed will be delivered at the office of Wells Over-
bey, Executor, 104 North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky, within one (1) hour
after sale is called.
Seller reserves the right to refuse any and all bids.
The bean crop located on the above-mentioned tract is reserved.
•
Wells Overbey, Executor of The
Estate Of PM. Thornton
12 x 60 3 BEDROOM, 1
acre lot. Near East
Elementary. $7500. Call
753-8657.
1970 12 x 65 MODERN
Age. Two bedroom
mobile home and 100 x
175 ft. lot with utility
building. $8,500. Call 753-
8086 after 4 p. m.
FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good con-
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. m.




16th Street. Call 753-
3855.




SMALL HOUSE trailer on





mobile home spaces for








old Bay Quarter horse
gelding. Ready for




37 Livestock • Supplies
14 HENS FOR sale. 12
large. Call 753-6295.
11,2 YEAR 01.1) black
Angus bull Call 753-
4504.
TWO PONIES Call 527-
8433.
AQHA QUARTER horse




STUD SERVICE in ex-
change of litter. Want
female ahite Toy




puppies When ; full
grown, St to 12 inches, 8
to 12 lbs Black and rust
or red Champion AKC
bloodlines. lookers
welcome. Call 753-5421
after 5 p m.
TWO BEAGLE pups, 7
months old. Already
running. 12 x 18 ft. all
steel dog run. Call 436-
2587.
THREE PARAKEETS
with floor stand cage.
Toys and feed included.
Call after 5, 753-0345.
TALKING PARROT for
sale 1:300 firm. Call 753
0237
HALE PERSIAN kittens.
Very nice. One calico,
(ine tan and white, one
tabby and white. Call
753-8761
41. Public Sales
YARD SALE, 1004 Payne
Street Saturday Sep-




10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Dixieland Shopping Center
Sponsored by
Humane Society of Calloway County
Help Us Help Animals
PLAIN AND DANDY
And very easy on the pocketbook this this attractive
home with low-maintenance 'aluminum siding- Twobedrooms, 2 car garage and A' 11 s 24 basement located









other items. 8 a. m.-5 p.
m. End of airport road
follow the signs.
FOUR PARTY GARAGE
sale. Baby basinet, back
pack, nursery Reins,








and 10 from 8-5, 1002
Fairlane Drive.
YARD SALE, Saturday
and Sunday. 8 a. m. till?
Waldrop Trailer Ct.
Behind Kn Rootbeer.
YARD SALE at 110 N.




and others. Set of queen
size sheets, firescreen,
lots of small items.
41.Public Sales
YARD SALE Friday and
Saturday. 8:30 till dark.
One mile on Pottertown
Road, Highway 280.
Quilt top, shoes, men
and women's clothes,




New fall, winter mer-
chandise. Saturday
Bargain Barn. 13th and
Main. 9-4 p. m.
YARD SALE at 1503 West
Main, next to the
Lutheran Church.
Friday, 9-5, and





41 Publq. Sales 41 P,,b1 Sale
YARD SALE, furniture. • 
YARD SALE, all day
Saturday. 1617 Catalina.cookware, miscell-
aneous. Saturday 8-1.
Turn on Ellis Drive then
left on Riley Ct. 733
Riley Ct.
CARPORT SALE,
• Saturday, September 10,
7 a. m. at 730 Fairlane
Drive. Bicycle,
typewriter and table,
end tables, girls clothes
and toys.
FOUR PARTY yard sale -
Friday and Saturday.







braided rug. In case of
rain held following
weekend.
.yAlip SALE, 1669 Ryan.
All day Thursday and YARD SALE, Friday,
Friday. Saturday and Sunday.
Tools, clothes,
GARAGE SALE, 802 miscellaneous. 254
Olive Street, Saturday. Riviera Ct.
YARD SALE - Saturday.
Baby clothes, all sizes,
baby items, junior size 5
to 9 clothes, all kinds of




tember 12. 8:00 till ?
Clothes, children and
adult, nick necks, toys.
94 East, gravel road,




from 7 a. m. to 5 p. m.















337 P4. P t-Senton
QURITINTY
521-1468 753.965
CARREL. [CI' t BOCIOER
'r 
PRICE REDUCED $3,000













bedroom, 2 bath brick
home on tree-shaded lot.
5 miles northwest of
Murray city limits.
Central heat and air,
central vacuum system,
intercom, large family
room with fireplace and
lots more. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for more in-
formation or come by
our conveniently locaLed
office at 711 Main. if




Two of these lots are in
Circarama Subdivision
and owner wants offer.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 for
all your real estate
needs.
REALTORS























drive, mid 30's. Call
us today for ap-
pointment.
New 3 bedroom brick
home in Fairview
Acres, low 40's.




house and large ex-
tra lot, 5 miles on




located on 2 acre lot.
12 x 60 Mobile home

















*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
•HOLUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Quality Realty Co.
A Benton Based Firm Serving All West Kentucky
Service Station or Garage located on approx. 3
acres on Hwy. 80 near Aurora. Also has 3
bedroom home with full basement.
110 Acres on major highway with city water,
good building sites and older house which needs
remodeling. Farm is mostly fenced for livestock
arid has year around water. $55,000.
Grocery store & 4 bedroom iframe home on 1/2
acre on New Providence road, 9 miles S.E. of
Murray. Business and 3/4 acre can be bought
separately if desired. Buy both for $41,500.00.
Got your eye on the future? Invest now in this 147
acres in Calloway County that joins TVA proper-
ty on Blood River. A sharp older home plus log
cabin to add character. Has excellent potential
for development. 100 acres under good fence &
has good stand of marketable timber. Owner will
finance belcivi bank rates with 29% down.
$110,000.00.
Approx. 25 acre farm, 1 mile edst of Olive. Has
blacktop road on 2 sides and city water.
One + acre waterfront lot on Barkley Lake. Gen-
tle slope to deep water bay. 1/2 wooded, 42
cleared.
Jonathan Creek Court, 7 unit motel. 6 cottages,
restaurant and equipment, living quarters and
swimming pool. Located on US 68 one-third north
of Jonathan Creek.
Watch the Squirrels Play around this new A-
Frame on large'wooded lot near Kentucky Lake.
Finishing touches to be completed this week.
40 Acres in North-East Graves County. $9,800.00.
Good 2 bedroom frame home with large living
room, kitchen has lots of cabinets, yard has good
shade trees. Located about 2 miles West of Har-
din on Wadesboro Road. $18,100.00.
Why Build? We have an almost new home in
Oaks Country Club. This is well constructed &
designed for beauty & convenience. Owner
wishes to relocate.
12' x 65' very nice mobile home on a beautiful lot
near Ky. Lake‘and Aurora, with privacy, city
water, central heat & air. $12,500.00.
Neat 3 bedroom home in country on 18 acres of
land with good outbuildings. Northwest part of
Calloway Co. $42,000.00.
Need a Building Spot or a place to build a
business? We have approx. 2 acres on Hwy. 641
one mile north of Almo Heights that may fit your
needs.
Lots of Room - Big yard, nice shade trees, &
large storage building go with this 4 bedroom
house on Coldwater Road just outside Murray
City Limits.
WE HAVE FARMS OF ALL SIZES, HOMES, BUILDING LOTS, LAKEFRONT
& LAKE ACCESS HOMES & LOTS, COMMERCIAL, AND INVESTMENT PROPERTY.
Whatever Your Real Estate Needs... Call Us
Quality Realty Co.
Darrell Cope, Broker
337 North Poplar Phone 527-1468
CALLOWAY COUNTY NUMBER 753-9625
PADUCAH NUMBER 443-2312
After hours, please call:
Charles Jeffrey 474-2337 Joe T. /Softens 527-3428
Bill Brualet 527-9921 Charles W. &km 527-9478
Deanna Boyd 342451 BA Watson 527-3370
Bob Riley 527-9086 Velney Orion nye 527-9678
WE WANT TO BE YOUR REAL ESTATE COMPANYAfter HoursLoretta Jobs - 733-6079 Bill Payne - 733-9794
Helen Sffnn - 733-8579 Brenda tone,s 753-8668
Meh
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FARM with
approximately 62 ten-
dable acres. Priced in
50's. 25 ACRES with
over 1300 feet of high-
way frontage and priced
at $15,000.
THREE BEDROOM
brick home and 23 acres,
priced in the 40's and a
good buy.
ANOTHER CHOICE
LISTING - 3 bedroom
home and 12 acres.
Located 71/2 miles from
Murray. Large pole
barn on property and all
acreage fenced. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for information on
all our farm listings.
100' x 360' LEVEL lots.
..Chsice of two, for only
$2,650 each. Located 5
'mi. South of Murray on




with view of lake. Quiet




nice, storm doors and
windows, central gas










division. Just a short
distance from the water.




MONTH. Over 2600 sq.
ft. living area. Three
bedroom, 21/2 bath brick,
family room with
fireplace, playroom,
study and many extras.
Three nil. from Murray.
All this adds up to the
house you've always
dreamed of. Wiliam Ins.








about 6 acres, 7 miles
east off 94 on Hale Road.
Nice building spot near
Murray and Ky. Lake.
98 acres near lake, road
on two sides. Good
developing property or
cleared for farm use.
Galloway Realtor, 505
Main, Phone 753-5842.
JUST LISTED - Almo
Community - ,77 Acre
Farm, 45 acres in beans.
Good stock barn, 2
bedroom brick veneer
home, newly carpeted
and painted. An ex-
cellent buy at $58,500.
Also, just listed - In Ben
DeField Subdivision just
off Hwy. 121 at Calloway
& Graves County lines -
3 bedroom brick veneer,
central electric heat and
air, wall-to-wall car-
peting and drapes, 8x8
storage building with
concrete floor and above
ground pool. Extra large
carport. For more in-
formation, call or come






bedrooms, 3 baths, for-
mal dining room. 9
rooms of gracious
living on over 500 ft. of
lake frontage, call for
details.
Three bedroom, 2 bath
luxury home on 222 ft.










complete and set up,















W. r, maaufactwors of ciammical spodaRtios for tie indostriol,
It,dsi d comasorciol amorists.
If yew aro • bard worior wit*. strews desire to second, (solos
oxpor4orm imptionW) as will Wrist ow finis wW aionoy to Islip
you boom* successful.
$200 to $350 weekly draw mal inuativos spoinst liberal com-
missions. Expense allowums wills training. Excolloat Maga
benefits.
Send Resume to: DELTA FOREMOST CNEMICAL
P.O. Box 3COM, Memphis, Tenn. 50130





Due to our many sales we need all
types of listings.
Call us and we will assist you in pricing
your property to sell.
•
Our professionals are ready to serve
you.
Guy Spann Realty
"YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE"
901 Sycamore Pho. 753-7724
43 Real Estate
WE HAVE several pieces
of lake property
available including
some choice water front
lots. Ask to see our
water front lots right on
the lake. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 or 753-
7531.
LOVE TREES? Then you
will love this beautiful 4
bedroom home with 3'2





garage, 4 miles from
city limits on blacktop.
Has carpet, kitchen with
built-ins. What more is
there? Shown by ap-
pointment only. $65,000.










short wide bed, 6
cylinder, straight shift.
Call 753-f495.
FLORIDA LOT for sale.




ACRE 'LOT WITH all
hookups. 21/2 miles East
of Murray. Call after 5,
753-0345.
45. Farms For Sale
35.5 ACRES, all fenced. 30
acres tendable. Three
ponds, 1 stock barn. Six
miles from Murray.
$38,000. Call 753-2280.
46 Homes For Sale
NICE NEW four bedroom
,house with 21  baths,
family room with
fireplace and formal
dining room. Priced in
the 50s. Must see to
appreciate. Call 753-
3903.
FRAME HOUSE, 3 rooms
and bath. Utility room
downstairs. One large
room upstairs. Lot
1451/2' x 87'2'.Call 753-
0833.
FOUR ROOM HOUSE
excellent for 2 people.
Call 753-7948.
47 Motorcycles
1976 SUZUKI GT-750. Call
759-1331.
1975 HONDA CL 360.
Extra clean. 1974




175 ELSINORE, XR 75
Honda, XL 100 trail bike,
CB 500 Honda. Call 753-
4509.




bike, like new with
extras, or trade for car.
Call 436-2216.





5367 after 5p. m.
FOR RENT - New
economy car, full-size





between Sand 2p. m.
only Curtis-Mathis
has enough quality built in their TV's to give the 4 year warranty. If other brands
had quality like ours they'd have a full warranty like ours!
TV Service Center Cashel
Shopping
Coator
"FOR WHEN THE 64NKEE5 COME,
SI, SENOR."
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1973 CHEVROLET
pickup Cheyene Super
10. Long wheel base,
Power steering and
brakes, air and tilt
wheel. Red with black
interior. Radial tires.
Transmission needs
work. Call 354-6206 after
4 p. m.
1971 CHEVELLE
New tires. good con-
dition, 3400 miles, AM-
FM, 8 track stereo,
power steering, air
condition, just tuned up.
Call 767-2142 ask for
Paul.
1968 BUICK ELECTRA











black on black, 3 speed
automatic 318, ET
mags, Must sell. Call
489-2604.
1972 DATSUN 2 door, 4
speed, $795. 1973
Plymouth wagon, air,




'2 ton. Excellent, good
radio. $625 Call 435-4494
after 5 p. m.
1974 MERCURY Cougar,
one onwer, 25,000 miles,
sun roof, FM-AM radio
and tape player, chrome
wheels and new tires.
$2650. Call 489-2595.
1972 YAMAHA 80, electric
start, excellent shape,
$235. 1972 Vega, new
clutch, $425. Double
oven gas range, $120.
Call 753-5206.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 BUICK REGAL.
Extra clean, sharp. Call
753-4358.
1964 OLDS 98 Holiday
club coupe. One owner.
30,000 mile car. Call 436,
2427.






NEED A LIGHT duty
pickup for that odd job?
Call Murray Leasing,
Inc. 753-1372..
1975 GRAND PRIX Red
with white top, all
power, air condition,
factory tape, new tires.
Local car. $3795. Call




Mark 2000. Four door











power, and many other
extras. Call 753-5421
after 5 p.
EXTRA NICE 1971 Buick
Skylark. $1295. Call 527-
7879 Benton, Kentucky.
after 6 p m., anytime
weekend
1968 BUICK ELECTRA
225. Real good condition
in and out and motor.
1 $395. Call 436-5548.
1 1971 TORINO GT. Power
I.,steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.




114101114, rowly to ass. Or bey u U-11,111 and save Commie% end
ramify to assemble Sill up to 24:60 standard, but soli precut any she
assidod. Disp timo rest limn swim to Cartoon kih end bey tio West
for loss.




PURDOM and THURMAN REAL ESTATE
YOUR NEXT NOME NOW!!!
If you knew interest rates
would drop 2% in one year
would it pay you to wait a
year to buy a home? No!
Suppose you buy a
$50,000 home and get a 30
year 9% mortgage, with 20%
for $10,000) down. Your
monthly payment comes to
$321.85 for principal and in-
terest.
Assume that after one
year, interest rates drop
back down to 7% and you
want to refinance. Even
though your home we
probably appreciate in value
- by say 15% to $57,500 - you
are refinancing based moon
your original $40,000 mor-
tgage. The appreciation on
the home is gravy. Assuming
a prepayment penalty of
$1,788, your new principal
balance would be $41,525.
(Some states hive no
prepayment penalties). At
7% your month,* payments
would then be $276.27.
If, however, v ou elect to
wait a year to buy the same
home with a '% mortgage,
you first of all need a larger
down payment - $11,300 in-
stead of $10,000 Your mor-
tgage will now be $46,000
which at 7% boils down to
$306.04 per month - an an-
nual increase of $149-12. The
moral is - it's the cost of the
house, not the interest rate,
that makes the biggest im-
pact on monthly payments.
Consulting with peopie-
about their real estate needs
is our specialty. Drop by Pur-
dom & Thurman on the
court square or call Pat
Mobley 751-4451 or 751-
8950. We're here to help!
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1975 CHRYSLER New,




dition. Call 753-4620 or




with air. In good
condition with insulated
topper. Call 1-3544217
after 4 p. m.
1962 CHEVROLET, good
work car or hunting car.
Call 436-5395 after 3:30 p.
m.
1972 MERCURY Mon-
terey, 4 door, white with
black vinyl top, double















ficient service. NO job





steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special. in-
troductory offer for July














struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.




















roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack















1 OUAUTY SERVICECompany Inc. Air con-dition sales and ser-vice. Modern sheetmetal departmcnt.Larry Wisehart,President. Phone 753-9O-
CUNTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft_ and WE
will clan. the hallway:
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x












home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p. m. 436-5896.
DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land, cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall






TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and











babysitting in our home.






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor'






WILL STAY with elderly
people, days. ,Call 435-
4169.
1 








exterior. By the hour or




437-4533 or after 8 p.
354-8161 or 354-8138.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.
M&M Blacktopping, seal







after 5 p. m.
WILL HAUL LIME or'




We can help you with





54. Free Column ,
FREE FOUR KITTENS,
9 weeks old. Two Tabby,
1 black and white, I
calico. Call 753-9298.
FREE KITTENS red and





see a live demonstration













MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
7C-4 447 klij)Che,r_o sr,„, ,53
VISIT THE WHITE HOUSE
• ptJur.










Evenings cell Gimp Goilogbor 753 1129 Geri Andersen • 753.7932
Nom Patters's 492 6302 11111 Itsppervd - 753-1222
.t






Word has been received of
the death of Mrs. Albert
!Gladys) Dunn who died
suddenly Monday at her home
in Pompano Beach, Fla. --
She ik as the sister-in-law of
Mrs. Genella Lawrence of
Hardin, Brent Dunn of
Detroit. Mich., and D. Y. Dunn
of Lexington.
Mrs. Dunn and her husband,
Albert, who survives, retired
from their positions in the
Detroit. Mich., area and
moved to the state of Florida.
They celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary four
years ago at the Mt. Carmel
United Methodist Church,
north of Kirksey, where Mr.
Dunn's families formerly
attended and where many of
them are buried.
Survivors include her
husband, Albert, two sons,
John K. Dunn and Albert
Dunn, Jr., both of the Detroit,
Mich., area, and many other
relatives in Murray and
Calloway County.
Funeral and burial services
were held Thursday in
Detroit, Mich.
M. Sgt. White Dies
At Paris Hospital
M. Sgt. Russell M. White
(USA, reti of Buchanan, Tn.,
died Thursday at the Henry
County General Hospital,
Paris, Tn. He was 64 years'of
age.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Mae White; two
daughters, Mrs. Madge Avery
and Mrs. Anit; Jo White, both
of Nashville, Tn.; his mother,
Mrs. Kathleen White,
Dresden, Tn.; five brothers,
Forrest of McKenzie, Tn.,
Eugene of Martin, In.. James
Buford of El Paso, Texas,
Thomas Glenn of Akron, Ohio,
and Robert Harold of Hunt-
sville, Ala.
Funeral services will be
held Saturday at eleven a. m.
at the chapel of the Murphy
Funeral Home, Martin, Tn.,




Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by Fire of Michigan, Corp. of
Murray, are follows
Heublein Inc. ..... . 24 -%
McDonalds Corp  481 .55
Ponderosa Systems 12% -%
Kimberly Clark 43% -%
Union Carbide 45% -1
W.R. Grace . ...... 27% -%
Texaco  27% unc
General Elec 544 -%
GAF Corp 9'v unc
Georgia Pacific  38 -%
Pfizer 28%
Jim Walters. ..... 211%
Kirsch 17 arc
37% -%
Franklin Mint  -%
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today firrushed to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co. are as fows:
Indus. As -10.05
Airco 27% -LS
Am. Motors ...... 3% unc
Ashland Oil . JO%
81% -%
Ford Motor Co 43% -%
Gen. Dynamics 51‘ -1
Gen. Motors 671,v -3/4
Gen. Tire  24% -24
Goodrich 
Gulf Oil .... . ..... 27
Pennwalt Mtv unc
Quaker Oats 22% -%
Republic Steel  unc
Singer Mfg .  33%
Tappan 101,, -%
Western Union 19% -%




The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will hear the Rev.
Lawson Williamson, pastor of
the church, speak at both the
eleven a. m. and 7:15 p. m.
worship services on Sunday,
September 11.
"Bethlehem. Galilee,
(;ethsemane" will be .the
selection to be sung by the
Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
as pianist, Mrs. Jim Neale as
organist, and John Brown as
narratbr.
Ronnie Walker will serve as
deacon of the week and will
assist in the morning service.
The youth will meet at six p.
m. for practice and will sing in
Vie evening service.
Volunteer nursery worker's
will be Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie
Walker and Mrs. Mildred
Crawford.
Sunday School will be at ter'









PANAMA CANAL LOCK — This 1964 file photo shows the Pedro Miguel locks of the Panama Canal.
 President
Carter signed a new Panama Canal Treaty Wednesday in Washington.
(AP Wirephoto)
Panama Canal Treaty Foes To
Send 'Truth Squads' Over U.S.
WASHINGTON AP) —
Conservative foes of the new
Panama Canal treaty said
today they will send "truth
squads" around the country to
mobilize public opinion
against Senate ratification.
Sen. Paul Laxalt, R-Nev.,
said a coalition of
conservative organizations
and various members of
Congress will work in direct
opposition to efforts by Carter
administration for
ratification.
"President Carter has said
he is going to the country and
so are we," Laxalt told
reporters.
The "truth squads" will




The Rev. Alan B. Bell,
chaplain at the Methodist
Hospital, Memphis, Tn., will
be the guest speaker at the
eleven a.m. services at the
Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church and at the
6:30 p.m. services at the South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church on Sunday,
September 11.
Chaplain Bell will speak
about the ministry of the
Methodist Hospital in
-
Rev. Alan B. Bell
Memphis, the,. largest
Methodist hospital in the
world. A motion, picture en-
titled "Reach Out and Touch"
will be presented.
The g„uest speaker is 'a
graduateof lambuth College,
Jackson, Tn., and The
Methodist Theological School
in Ohio. He has done advanced
studies in Clinical Pastoral
Education at Columbus State
Hospital where he served as a
staff chaplain. He has also
supervised basic C.P.E.
students at ,the Southwest
Mental kealth Center.
The Rev. Stephen C.
Shapard, Dexter-Hardin
minister, and the Rev. Dr.
William P. Mullins, Jc.., South
Pleasant Grove minister,
invite the public to hear
Chaplain Bell speak at the
designated hours at the
churches.'
At the South Pleasant Grove
morning worship at eleven
a.m. on Sunday, Dr. Mullins
will speak on the topic,
"Consider the -Alternatives."
opponents who will speak
before and after Carter
administration advocates of
the treaty appear in various
parts of the country. Laxalt
said.
Laxalt said the same
coalition of conservatives had
won two big victories earlier
by defeating public campaign
financing for Senate
candidates and a bill which
would have allowed labor
unions to picket an entire
construction site when their
dispute was with only one
subcontractor.






sentiment on this issue," he
said. In many parts of the
country, Laxalt said, the canal
question is as strongly
opposed as gun control.
The senator estimated that
there are now 25 senators
ready to vote against
ratification. No vote is
expected until early next year.
'A two-thirds vote is needed for
ratification and some
legislation must also pass the
House.
The closer the congressional
vote comes to the 1978
elections, Laxalt said, the
more likely the treaty will be
defeated in the Senate.
Acknowledging that many
business leaders and AFL-CIO
leader George Meany support
turning control of the
waterway over to Panama,
Laxalt said he is hoping for
some help in hish campaign
from maritime unions and the
black minority in Panama.
He said there will be an
inquiry into whether there is a
connection between the timing
of the signing of the treaty and
a sharp increase in
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service Sep-
tember 9. 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 573 Est. 900 Barrows &
Gilts .75-1.00 higher Sows .50-1.00 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs 141.25-41.50
US 1-3 20D-240 lbs. . 341.00-41.25
US 2-4 240-260 its 340.25-41.00
US 3-4 260-2130 lbs 339.50-40.25
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.  334.00-35.00
US 1-3 300-500 lbs. S33.00-34.00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs 935.00-36.00





The Rev. J. Marland Harris
MW speak at the 11:00 a.m.
and 7:30 p.m. worship ser-
vices on Sunday, September
11, at Calvary Temple First
Pentecostal Church of God,
Highway 641 So.
The choir, directed by Mrs.
Linda Stalls, will sing "Jesus
Is the Answer" and "Greater
Is He That Is In Me."
Sunday School will be at
10:00 a.m. with nursery
provided and classes fer all
ages.
The Young People will meet
at their regular 6:00 p.m.
service.
Saturday night, September-
10, at 7:00 p.m., an ice-cream
supper will be held in the
Fellowship Hall.
Panamanian government
indebtedness to U.S. banks.
We want to see if we might
be engaged in another bailout
here," he said. Because
Panama will receive
increased revenues from the
canal under the treaties, its
ability to pay back $2.7 billion
in loans will be enhanced, he
said.
Another issue he said will' be
raised in the campaign is the




have cited a finding by
Freedom House, a New York-
based organization, that
Panama ranks at the bottom
among Latin American
countries in its observance of
human rights and civil
liberties.
They said this human_ rights
question is one on which
President Carter may be
especially vulnerable, having
made that issue a cornerstone
of his foreign policy.
On the canal's security, one
of the coalition's prime
spokesmen, former Calfornia
Gov. Ronald Reagan, said
Thursday that, if the United
States were at war, her
enemies would have equal
access to the canal.
The sources said the
conservative push to prevent




either favor the treaty or
haven't made up their minds.
They said Laxalt, who
headed Reagan's presidential
primary campaign last year,
was selected to lead this drive
because he is felt to have more
clout- than Sens. Strom
Thurmond, R-S.C., and Jesse
Helms, R-N.C., who until now
have been the leading Senate
spokesmen for treaty
opponents.
While Laxalt tries to
marshal Senate opposition,
the conservative coalition is
putting together a public
appeal involving a direct mail
blitz and radio, television and
newspaper advertising.
Plans call for three million
to five million pieces of mail to
go out over the next two
months, with the first 800,000
next week.




Americans for Freedom, the
Conservative Caucus and the
Committee for the Survival of
a Free Congress.
In addition, the coalition
intends to use prominent
lawmakers and other public





off Highway 94 East, will have
Sunday School at ten a. m. and
preaching services' at eleven
a. m. on Sunday, September
11.
"Who Is Jesus To You":
will be the subject of the
sermon by the church pastor,
The Rev. T. H. Sanders, who
will also direct the singing
I.
appearances.
Reagan told a National
Press Club audience Thursday
that he intends to do
everything he can to help the
anti-treaty. campaign, but
other sources said his
personal appearances may be
limited because "he is
concerned about becoming the
center of attention and wants




By The Associated Press
Hurricane Clara, just
maintaining its hurricane
status, drifted slowly in the
Atlantic today, with only a
slight strengthening expected.
The third hurricane of the
season was north of Bermuda,




through the upper Midwest
this morning.
A line of thunderstorms was
moving east over the Plains,
stretching from southwest
Kansas to western portions of
the upper Great Lakes.
Precipitation elsewhere
across the nation was confined
to scattered showers and
thunderstorms along the
middle and south Atlantic
coast and a few showers
dotting the lower Mississippi
River valley.
Tornadoes were sighted
Thursday south of Duluth,
Minn., and near McGregor,
Minn. No injuries were
reported.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m-
355.8.
Below dam 302.8, up 0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 355.8.
Below dam 302.9. up 0.1.
Sunset 7:15. Sunrise 6:34.
ILet's Stay WellPlaque Removal And Cavities
By F.J L. Blasingaine. MD
Q: Mr. B.P. writes that
he has been hearing for
some time about plaque
that forms on our teeth, but
he says that he cannot
understand how it causes
tooth decay or how it can
bring about gum disease
and looseness of teeth.
A: Plaque has been re-
garded as the beginning of
a related chain of events.
Plaque is a thin, jelly-like,
clear coating that regu-
larly forms on our teeth as
a.result of saliva and food.
Even after plaque is com-
pletely removed from our
teeth, it begins to form
again in a few hours and
will remain in place if not
brushed or cleaned away
from the surface of the
teeth.
After about 48 hours,
some calcium begins to
form in plaque which can
extend up under the edges
of the gums and between
them and the teeth. If left
alone, this calcium deposit
builds up as tartar (dental
calculus t, which can only
be removed by being
scraped away, as in a
dental prophylaxis If not
removed, the tartar acts as
an irritant to the gums,
causing them to become
red and inflamed.
The inflammation of the
gums may extend along
the tooth to the adjacent
bone and cause it to retract
from the sides of the root of
the tooth. Such inflamma-
tion and retraction of the
bone is called pyorrhea
and can lead to looseness
of the tooth and finally to
its loss, if not treated.
Also, the plaque acts as a
site in which debris is
trapped and bacteria (par-
ticularly Streptococcus
mutans) grow and produce
an acid reaction that at-
tacks the enamel that cov-
ers the surface of the tooth.
Such an attack initiates
cavity formation, known
as dental caries. Cavity
formation is worse in the
presence of a diet rich in
sugar.
Such cavity formation is
much less likely to occur if
the plaque is removed dai-
ly. Likewise, calcium for-
mation and ptorrhea are
slowed or prevented by
regular cleaning of the
teeth ( brushing and floss-
ing ) of plaque, which is the
starting point of events
that lead to tooth decay
and gum disease.
In spite of good care at
home to keep plaque and
tartar off your teeth, it is
wise to check with your
dentist every six to 12
months to be sure that your
teeth are adequately clean
of tartar and free of cavi-
ties.
Gas Truck Overturns
On Cairo Main Street
CAIRO, Ill. (AP) — A
gasoline transport truck
overturned on a main street in
this community at the
southern tip of Illinois
Thursday night, sending
gasoline into the storm sewers
and posing a fire hazard,
authorities said.
But before midnight, a
spokesman for the Alexander
County Sheriff's Department
said the problem had been
solved.
State troopers in Cairo said
they understood that the truck
was loaded with 7,500 gallons
of gasoline.
"They loaded it with foam—
they filled the inside with
foam—before they could
upright it," said a
spokeswoman.
She said there apparently
was a small puncture in the
tank from which the gasoline
leaked.
The sheriff's spokesman
said the accident occurred
near the county jail and
prisoners Were transferred to
the Pulaski County Jail about
seven miles away.
The name of the truck
driver was not available
immediately.
Dr. Frank Jacobs To
Present Voice Recital
Dr. Frank Jacobs, who is
returning to Martin, Tn., for
the second evagelistic
crusade, will present a voice
recital in the Performing Arts
Theatre of the Fine Arts
Building at the UT-Martin
Branch on Sunday, September
11, at three p.m. Doug Biggs
will be the accompanist.
The Philharmonic Music
Guild of Martin, Tn., will
sponsor the event which is
open to the public without
charge. Donations will be
accepted as an honorarium for
Dr. Jacobs.




LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
;Prime Rib au jus cooked juicy — cut thick. Your choice of
baked potato or French friet, Melt-in-your-mouth Stockade
toast, salad and choice of bbverage.




Try our 54 Cone
Open Sun.-Thurs. 11-9, Friday-Sat. 11-10
























































Goldovsky Opera La Roheme
Los Tobooios
1972 1973























Edward Villela Dance Co
Gregg Smith Singers
1977-1978
Soviet Georgian Dancers
The Louisville Orchestra
Andre Watts Pianist
The Pittsburgh Ballet
Clomma Dale, Soprano
A long
list of
famous names
and yours
may be
added to
the list
by telephoning
753-0711
before
September 16,
1977
MURRAY
CIVIC
MUSIC
ASSOCIATION
